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New elections set for April 1
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NEXT STOP, HIP-

Hilltop Staff Writer

DOM: 'The Wizard of Hip~
takes audiences down the

Havi?g decided to nullify the original elec-

road of one man·s explo- lions for the 1992-93 Howard University
ration or self. BI
Student Association (HUSA ) General
Elections held March 4, the HJ,JSA General
TO BE 0 R NOT?: Assembly met on Monday night to consider a
Pros and cons of Magtc calender and budget for these new elections.
Johnson's return to the Sdidents will have only three slates to choose
game are discussed by from in these new elections. The slates which
have indicated they will run in the new elecHo\vard students. 8 3
tions are Julius Bailey/Erik DeShields, Ivan K.
NIGHT OUT: Denzel Washington and Hopkin s/Tene McCoy, and Donald
Ossie Davis \viii be featured in a production Jean/William "Bo" Martin.
Monday night, Elections Chairperson
celebrating 125 years of Ho\vard history. A2
Maleika Mosley submitted a financial proposBAD DECISION: The Hilltop Editorial al for the new HUSA presidential and viceBoard speaks on the new HUSA elections. presidential elections , which will be held on
A6
April I, with the run-off scheduled for April 8.
MEETING THE MARK ?: The Radio- When her proposal was denied, she gave
HUSA President Ivan Bates her resignation.
TV-Filn1 depanment faces tough questions as it
''You all have not walked in my shoes," she
said, speaking to the assembly and referring to
atten1pts lo be reaccrcdited . A3
the duties of her post. ''You do not know what
I have to go through."
Laler, at their regular Wednesday night
meeting, Arlcka WestbrOoks was appointed as
the interim volunteer elections chairperson. In
additon, the decision was made to fonn a committee for new el~ctions guidelines.
Campus
A2
Mosley's proposals included one proposal
that had a budget of $6,440 and another thar
Speakout
A3
had a budget of $7 ,518. Both included a $I 000
Editorial
A6
stipend for herself and $750 for an assisrant.
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'
. Instead, a
versi.on of a budget subm1tted by Kevin Tucker, grievance director for
the Undergraduate Student Assembly, was
approved. Kevin Tucker's budget proposal
only cost $3,800, including a $750 stipend for
Mosley, and it included the use of a outside
finn. in California to help run the elections.
Kevin Tucker has been suggested as a replacement for Mosley.
~arol ~aloney, a sen ior majoring electrical
eng1neer1ng and an Undergraduate Student
Representative in the General Assembly, said,
''I feel if she feels like she cannot do the job,
she can quit ... ~o matter what job one takes on
there are always unexpected things that come
up." Maloney said that she sympathizes with
MoS1ey, but she also added, ''We [the members
of th,: assembly] work hard ... I miss classes to
make sacrifices for my job."
·
Mosley said that the California finn Tu~ker
planned to use, Sequoia Pacific, was usetl by
Howard University's School of Divinity for
their elections, and ''they had to wait almost
two weeks for 'official ' results." She wanted
to use a different method, and that caused the
cost difference between the two budgets.
''Her budget also included the doubling of
her salary, a 100 percent raise," Maloney said.
Mosley has been at the center of controversy because of the null ification of the recent
HUSA presidential and vice-presidential elections. Candidates Donald Jean and William
Martin contested the original elections, arguing that candidates were wearing buttons and
sweatshirts on election day.

Jean and Martin allege that Mosley told .
them that campaigning was prohibited.
Mosley contends that the sweatshirts and but- By Preston Jenkins
fans were legal, ''as long as they did not have Hilltop Staff Writer

the word 'vote' on them," Mosley said '.in a
statement given to the assembly. The assembly
then voted to nullify the original elections.
''I really do not like what is going on ...the
General Assembly has destroyed the very systern of checks and balances that were designed
fto preven t this}," Mosley sai d, ''a nd the
assembly did not loo~t the pros and cons or
the whole situation," &Tbsley said.
Reviewing the ·whole si tuation , Daanen
Strachan. assoc iat e .director of Student
Activities, said, ''TAese are our future leaders
of tomorrow. These students are planning to
become doctors, lawyers, businessmen, even
poliriei3.ns and it's a sad day when students are
personally attacking one another, which disrupts the unification of our people. They must
remember that the future is the issue, not the
indiv idual."
The assembly also voted to refuse the resignation of Mosley, deciding to give HUSA
President Ivan Bates time lo speak' to her privately. However, Mosley refu sed adding, ''I
want to thank everyone on my s1affthat helped
me and I wish the next person good luck."
Students will able to learn how to use new
voting machines after 10 a.m. Monday. March
30. A speak.out featuring the three slates will
be held Tuesday. March 31 in the Blackbum
Ballroom at 7 pm.
1
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Millions of viewers will have an
opportu nit y to see the Bison Men's
Basketball team tonight as they begin
their quest to the The Final Four at 8:05
p.m. in Dayton, Ohio against the Kansas
Jayhawks. The game will be broadcast
live on CBS (WUSA-TV, Channel 9).
The Bison wi ll be making their first
appearance in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association basketball tournament since 1981.
The Bison (17-13) have garnered sixteenth place in the Midwest bracket as
they face the Jayhawks (26-4) who are
seeded No. I. The team which grasps
this first-round contest will face the winner of the Evansville vs. Texas-El Paso
contest on Sunday in the second-round.
When the tournament pairings were
ann ounced this past Sunday on CBS
many Bison players showed signs of
relief for not having to face the Duke
Blue Devils, the number one team in the.
country. But the Bison experienced relief
for only a brief moment as they now
have to prepare for the match against
Kansas Jayhawks.
During a press conference held in the
Annour J. Blackbum University Center
immediately after the NCAA announced
the 64 team field, Bison Head Coach
Alfred ''Butch'' Beard revealed signs of
concern. But some of the players did not
seem nearly as concerned as he.
''It's better than playing Duke," said
senior forward Jul ius McNeil. ''I think;,
'
we will match-up well. It will definitely
be a good game. I'm looking forward to
. "
II.

B3
B4

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
" ... man is a natural beast bestial in
hi s lusts natural in his b~stiality and
expanding and grow ing on the
national scene to be the most bestial
and natural of any beast. You dig?"
Sonia Sanchez

,_
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Dan Sparks, like 11111ny students, attempted to dci some IChoolwork before the break.

Studying, vacationing among
items on spring break agenda
By Deltaa

J-

and

SonjaHilltop Staff Writers

The rain comes in the afternoon, the days

•

Spring break:
the
D.C.
e~erience
.
'
By Bredy White
l;tilltop Staff Writer

If you are a student with a big desire to get away for spring break but you're only equipped
with pocket change, here are a few suggestions for things you might do:
For the early bird tourist, there are several museums off the mall in the Smithsonian com·
plex to visit. Though you may have visited the museums before, they are always changing or
adding exhibits. The museums of African Art, Asian An and Natural Science are the nx>s1 pop-

ular.

are becoming longer, and the "Yan!" is turning
green. Springtime bas definitely hit campus,
and with midterm exams and other major tests
behind them, many Howard students are"looking forwanl to well deserved spring break,
''Thank God!" So the question floating around
campus is ''Where's everybody going?'' THE
HILLTOP took the time to asked some of
Howanl's finest just whal they plan to do on
their vacation .
Most students are flocking to wanner climates. Atlanta seems to be the overwhelming
choice of those traveling out of state, although
a few fonunate ones are traveling t_o more
exotic locations such as Jamaica and Mexico.
Kali Jones, a junior majoring in Fnglish and
recent undergraduate trustee candidate, is
going to the Bahamas (lucky duck). "J'm
going to ti)£ Bahamas to spend time in the
warm wealhCr and collect my thoughts after a
hard C&lllJ"'ign," she said. We asked bet if we
could go, but she didn't bave a suithse our
size 00 well.
Senior broadcast journalism major Phil
Suggs, i1 apeadin1 bis ~ bNal (Oing
whemver tbe lllOll's Iliaoii bnf <tbelf
la
going. ..Beiol a bestetbeQ "'1 and
of H.U. llldedes I 1e 1pend limo
iag the team, Thia ii.•=tliDity (the
NCAA lllUIR l"IDI)
IO loaa for
1hiB I don't wU ID"~We hope die lJllon
win. for Phil's ..U,"
llld.
Pre1bm•n Mau W.
y 11 traveliq to
~ID puty, ...__ 111!1 have• fllCld

The opportunity to get back to nature can be found at the Washington, D.C. zoo. Since the
sun is beginning to shine a li!Ue more, some animals that haven't been coming out in the put
couple of months will be making their sprins debut.
The musewns galleries and the zoo have no admission cost.
For the more adventurous, the swe of Virginia has a lot to offer. Right across the Puo••llC
River is Aleundria, a<ity oldstillll W•obiqtOO and a <ity with a lot of himxy. TbeAdlnj)lllll
. c_...,, holdstbe li'"""""YGiave siteaas well u the tomboftbe unk•......,IOldilr.
In iOUlbeaSt D.C. the F1oderick Doaglus home sits as a landmarlt and should be visiled by
Ill. Mt. Vernon is the historical home of George Washington wbich is open to tooriatl and
1 visual fla&bblclt ID dio llltb century.
, /
RCOIClllber sprillf.lllt;'i.dr!fo\ have 'to mean big mooey, beacbes'add traveliq. There's
to be Rell rltlll""'ar• '"·
time."Ooe· of my

we're gonna bang-out at his crib in Atlanta and
creep on the Atlanta-Clark University campus."
,For all you ''home·bound'' bodies there 's
sophomore Lawanda Blanchard. She is from
Thompson, Ga., and when we asked her why
she was going home she said,'To eat!''
Mike Husband, a junior, plans to hang out
with his fraternity, relax and visit different
places. ije',s gi;>ing on a _road tr)p to North
Carolina A&T, Atlanta and Florido A&M
University. 1'1 need a chance to get out and be
free; this semester has been too stressful,'' he

said.
As for the "I'll-play-ft-by-ear" springbreaters there's senior, Ben .. Gizmo"
Isaac. "Giz" is attempting to go to Ft.

Added Senior Forward Ronald Cole,
''I'm just glad to be here, I'd rather play
Kansas than Duke.'' Cole missed several
games during the end of the regular sea·
son due to a groin injury. However, he
returned to action in the MEAC
Tournament to provide the Bison with
much needed firepower.
. Kansas Head Coach Roy Williams
has showed signs that the Bison will not
be taken lightly. ''They (the Bison)
played a tough schedule; they played a
lot of tough teams on the road. But you
got 10 give them credit, they could have
packed their bags earlier this season but
they didn't.''
Alonzo Jamison (10.0 ppg), Adonis
Jordan (13.1 ppg), Rex Walters (16.3
ppg), and Richard Scott (I 0.1 ppg) are
key players to watch for the Jayhawks.
While Julius "Juice" McNeil (12.4 ppg),
.Charles Solomon (6.0 ppg) and Milan·
Brown (8.9 ppg) are expected to be key
factors for the Bison.
S.. more on NCAA on page BJ

Laudmlale,Aa. "The way my 111000J •
•
ing, the moon is looking just as posaila. If I
don't go to Ft. Lauderdale I'll probobly lllay
here on campus, get some Work done, and
sleep."
Alth Sh
/. the majority of
will be
far awa from campus as possible, DOI l'\IU)·
one is ati or even wants to get away. ~
is a key fa tor that keeps students ia die
District OV spriq bJo1k. (see rOl..., illlO C
left) llatfally ·a1111eies ue required IO Jtlr
because they have Conq! CitiOJIS. Still •d v
students have m¥R" assq1mac:nts due, wfdtll

so""'""

solriebow seem to get neglected if,..._ h4e
over spring break. Retanlleu of your pl n,
have a nice spring m..k I

ITAILfG e••s
•

VACATIONING
•
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m
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"°YI la 6utn Adlnta, io

The next edition of THE HILLTOP will be published April 3, 1992.
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· ''Can I have an 'H' please ?''
•

Famous faces help
Howard celebrate
125th anniversary
.

.

Denzel Washington, Oss!e Davis to
appear at gala April 2 at Cramton
By Depelsha Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer

Emmy award-wi nni ng actor3 nd
Howard profe ssor of drama Al

As one of five students chosen, Maurice Dolberry (left) prepares for his debut on Wheel of Fortune to be. aired In May. The
contestants are (left-to-right) Kareem Murphy, Khadijah Caffie, Tiffany Neely, Sylvia Bonnette, and Maurice Dolberry.

Freeman, Jr., will direct a production
in celebration of How ard
University 's !25th anniversary which

will feature guest appearances by
Academy Award winner Denzel

HU students get to spin 'Wheel of Fortune'
By Jamila White
Hilltop Staff Writer

''Big money, big money!!'' These cries will
become very familiar to four students and one
alternate who have been chosen to represent
Howard University in the Wheel of Fortune special college week edition.
Howard will compete against teams from the
University of Hawaii, the University of
Connecticut, and the University of Miami. The
show will be taped during sp ring break in
Orlando, Fla. on Mar. 26-30 and will air on ABC
May 11-15.
The team, consisting of senior Sylvia Bonnette,
junior Khadijah Caffie, fres hm an Maurice
Dolberry, junior Kareem Murphy and alternate
Tiffany ,Neely, a senior, was selected from 79'students who tried out. By being selected for the
team, they will receive an all-expense paid trip to
Orlando including a trip to Disney World.
''I get to go to Disney World," said Murphy, a
history major. ''I haven't been to Disney World
since I was 3-years-old," the Bloomsfield, Conn.
native added.
''I am mainl)' going to have fun," said
Dolberry, a mechanical engineering major from
Ypsilanti, Mich. ''I would also like to come back
with some money and prizes. Even if I come
back empty-handed, it's still an all-expense paid
trip to Disney World."
Although the trip to Disney World is a nice
perk, the chance to win cash and other prizes

seems to be the primary motivation for the contes''I went in with the attitude like ' I'm going to get
tants. ''I want to win some money for grad school on the show. and that helped a lot," Murphy said.
and a car. I want to win a car," Murphy S')id.
''The hardest part about trying out was the writ''But I also kind of want to be on TV," said ten test, because the other cuts were based on perDolberry; })resident of the freshman class in the sonality," said -Caffie, a native of Bloomfield, N. Y.
1
''Each time they made a cut, 1 didn 't think
School of Engineering, "I've always had a dream
of being a sports broadcaster. Anything could they 'd call my name. I never really thought,
happen; I might get discovered," he added.
'Wow, I could make it' ," Dolberry said.
The team will spend one day playing in indiAccording to Strachan, the team was scheduled
vidual competition, where students can win cash, to practice three days a week for I 1/2 - 2 hours
trips and other prizes for themselves. The three each time to prepare for the show. They practiced
school teams with the highest dollar amount in with the home version of the Wheel Of Fortune
individual winnings will advance to the bonus game. In addition, all of the contestants said they
round where the winning team will win a $30,000 have been watching the show at home.
scholarship for their university.
''I've been watching Wheel Of Fortune every
The audition, which was he ld in Cramton day," Murphy said. ''I'm also reading my dictioAuditorium earlier this month, lasted over three nary!'' he added.
hours and consisted of a written exam, mock
''I find myself paying a lot more attention to
games, and spontaneOus speaking sessions. In game shows in general , said Caffie, ''there really
addition to their ability to play the game, the stu- is a strategy."
dents were selected based on personality, variety
Caffie is most loolQng forward to ''the chance
of majors, variety of hometowns, speaking ability, to represent Howard to let America know that
and enthusiasm. The 20 students who made it to people from black colleges area 't stupid, and we
the semifinals at the audition were invited to don't lack anything because we go to non-white
. . . ''
appear on the regular game show, but at their own un1vers1t1es.
expense.
''Howard has a really good chance of winning,"
Daanen Strachan, associate director of Student Dolberry said. We could catch the other teams
Activities, coordinated the Wheel of Fortune try· · napping because we're a black college and they
outs. He will be the official chaperone for the aren 't going to expect much from us,'' he added.
team and will travel with them to Orlando.
''I hope that the students wil l watch the pro''They picked some good people, S1trachan said. gram and give them their support," said Strachan.
''It was very competitive. From the semifinals on, ''We plan to win."
it got real tight.''

Washington, actors Ossie Davis and
Ruby Dee, and Metropolitan Opera
diva Hilda Harris.
The gala event will be presented
as a hi stori cal musical, '' Howard:
The First 125 years, "and will premiere on April 2 at 7:30 p.m. in
Cramton Auditorium and repeat in

treated to a reception with the cast
and Jenif~r following the performance. For matinee and evening perfonnances Friday and Saturday, ticket prices range from $10 to $25 .
Special arrangements are available
for groups and senior citizens.
The presentation will highlight the
years 1926-1960 when Dr. Mordecai
Wyatt Johnson, Howard's frrst black
president, ''changed Howard from a
good college to a fully accredited

matinee and evening performances

April 3 and 4.
''The production focuses on the

people who made Howard the monumental institution that it is and the
thousands of students who have gone
on to great achievements and contributions to our country, Freeman said.
''Through music composed and
arr anged for th is product ion by
'Howard gradua te st udent Chris
Royal, and dance and dramatic dialogue, this presentation will share the
highl ight.s of this institution that
many people don't know or have forgotten," he said.
Preside nt Franklyn Jenifer will
join the cast of professioniil actors
and more than 50 students and faculty on stage at the April 2 premiere.
Tickets for the Thursday night perfonnance will range from $13.50 for
students to $100 for special patrons.
Proceeds from the sales will be used
for scholarships and programs in the
College of Fine Arts.
Patrons who purchase $ l 00 seats
for the premiere perfonnance wi ll be

institution of higher learning and a
world power in education and influence," Freeman said.
Freeman co-aut hore d the pl ay
with Ossie Davis and Dr. Russell
Adams, chairman of the AfroAmerican Studies department.
Freeman noted that other figures
from How ard's history wil l be
included in the performance, namely
Frederick Douglass, who was on
Howard board of trustees from 18711895 and philosopher Alain Locke.
[Also], blood plasma pioneer scientist Dr. Charles Drew, sociologist E.
Franklin Frazier, and poet Sterling
Brown, who were all members of the
Howard faculty over the years.

-
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CASTLE MANOR AND HIGHVIEW APARTMENTS
251513TH ST, NW
JUST A SHORT WALK .FROM CAMPUS AND METRO

SUPER APARTMENT DEALS

MR. HOWARD 1992-93: WANTED!! lntelligenl, pro·

gressive, personable. sensitive, community oriented, Howard
University male. If this i~ you, you may be Mr. Howard 199293. Applications are available in the Undergraduate Student
Assem bly (UGSA) Office, Blackburn Center, Room 110.
There are no age or classification restrictions. HURRY! , The
deadline is today, Mar. 20.
WORD TO THE MOTHER : The African Students

Associarion (ASA) presents an African Extravaganza with
piz.azz and sophistication. Straight from the motherland, it will

be a night of ethnic v,arieties: African foods, fashion show.
dancing and lots more! The event is sponsored by Timboktu

and African Lifestyles Among Others. Come out tonigh1 to the
Blackbum.Center in the Punch Out from 7 p.m until 12 p.m.
Admission is $3 for ASA members and $6 for non-members.
TIME TO REGISTER: Registration materials for Fall 1992

are now available. Registration will begin Mar. 30 and end on
April 10. Students should pick up 1heir registration packets
from their advisory counselors in their respective schools and
colleges.

for a limited time

EFFICIENCIES
1 BEDROOM

ONLY
ONtY

2 .BEDROOMS

$474 PER MONTH

ONLY

$600 PER MONTH

I

•

'

$399 PER MONTH

STUDENT SPECIAL:
SHOW YOUR
-.
STUDENT ID WHEN YOU SIGN
YOUR LEASE AND GET
2 MONTHS RENT FREE!

THINK OF ALL THE$$ YOU'LL SAVE!
•

CALL
MARLENE STEVENSON, MANAGER
(202) 265-4446

Ronkin' s New
LSAT Premium Program:

The Best Way To Prepare For The LSAT'
If you_·re one of the nation's 95.0CXJ applicants detennined to get into an accredited law school. you know the c001petition
is tough. Since there are
only 44.000 openings. a
high score on the LSAT is
crucial.
That's why Rankin created the LSAT Premium
Program which offers a
choice of three varied
levels of assistance.

• LSAT Preparation

Course

MANGED BY NORMAN BERNSTEIN MANAGEMENT, INC.

I

•

'

..

In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course.
Rankin's LSAT Gold Package includes
our two-day LSAT Inten-

sive-Study Clinics offered
immediately prior to LSAT
examination dates. 1llese
clinics concentrate on Logical Reasoning and Logic
Games. The Gold Package
also includes our Law
School Success Program
which covers law school
exam preparation, legal
writing, legal resean:h. and
career planning.

Using the most rccenlly updated curriculum, our 40• LSAT Platinum
hour course stresses critical
Package
thinking. argument analysis and logical reasoning. Besides class- . This plan provides everything you'll need
room time, ~ur comprehensive LSAT to gel into law school and lo be a success.
courne provides live tutorials. three diag- Enroll and you 'U receive our LSAT Prenostic exams. three practice exams. a com- paration Course. LSAT Intensive-Study
puter·based tutorial program, homework Clinics, Law School Success Program,
materials that include rele~edLSA Ts. and plus our Law School Selectioo and Applia 1011-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day caaion Assisumce Programs.
So if you're looking for the best in LSAT
clinics, which ate included in Ronkin's
LSAT Gold and Plarinum Packages. are and law school preparation programs, call
The Ronkin Educatiooal Group.
also available fCX" an additional fee.

Georgetown
625-1100
I

• LSAT Gold Package

•

We' ll Make Sure You Make It!
LSAT•GMAT-ORE•MCAT

'
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pays in
I think corporate America plays a

I really don't see what they do for
black economic empowennent. I've
seen them as "helping them selves,

I feel they have a, responsibility to

give back to the community and help
establ ish black businesses.
1

ve ry important role. It's their duty
~ot

to hire people just because of
progran1s like Affirmative Action,

but that's al l.

but because it's their duty to hire

Lorraine Hayes, junior. television

people accord ing to their ability.

Ralonda Jasper, junior, consumer

production, Evanston, Ill.

affai rs manage ment, St . Lo ui s,

Taffanie M. Ketema, freshman,
pol itical science, W~hington , D.C.

Missouri

~t depends oo the indiv idual who

Considering the tenn ''Workforce

~rks

2000," which says that blacks and
We as African-Ame ricans should
be more in control of our own econotn ic empowerment. We shbuld
keep our money in the community,
arid we should rely mo re on ourselves and le ss on corporate
A1nerica.

women in the year 2000 will outnumbe r white males, corporate
America needs to realize these figures and more aggressively recruit
women and minorities;

in corporate America because
it's not up to corporate America it's up to us. Knowledge of self is
imponant because it is the responsibility of those who make it to give
back 10 the community.

Brian Monon, junior, accou nting,
Los Angeles, Ca.

Jerome Coleman, senior, electrical
engineering. Durham, N.C.
'

Compi led by Paula White
Speakout Coordinator

Ian Gordon , junior, human developn1ent. Kingston , Jamaica

'

Questions surround
Radio-TV-Film dept.
reaccreditation
By Leonard Simmons

the School of Communications. The
next step involves a site evaluation in
Hilltop Staff Writer
which representatives from the accredThe accreditation s1:1tu s for 1he iting council visit the school to confinn
department of radio. t.v. fil111 is still 1he details of the subm itted informauncertain. according to Dr. Orlando tion.
An institution 's program is evaluatTaylor, dean of the School of
ed in areas such as governance. budget,
Communications.
Meanwhile.
School
of curriculum. student advising. facilities.
Communications officials are co~1£!_l faculty scholarship and public service.
iilg"'fd(fi'(iOnal -departmeiliaf i11forma'::''. . Tfle accreditation teams spent tlirei
tion which they hope will influence the days analyzing the three departments.
Dr. Barbara Hines. associate profesnational acc reditation co mmittee's
sor in the department of journalism and
decision.
According to Dr. Anne Nunamaker. chairperson for' the faculty com
mittee that compiled the self-study,
a profe ssor in 1he De partment of
Journali sm, the departn1ent of journal- believes the accredi1atio11 process is a
ism and the audiology graduate pro- good opportunity to n1ake changes.
''When you have an accredited pro·
gram. which was the first graduate program in audiology 10 receive grain it's speci al because there are only
accreditation al any Historically Black 92 accredited communication proCollege or University. will be recom- gr~1ns nationwide and three historically
mended for full re -acc reditation. black col leges.·· Hines said.
Taylor, along with Hines ,. agreed
However. the statu~ of the department
of radio, t.v. and film is still undec ided. budget cuts ha-ve had an effect on some
Last week,_ Dean Taylor stated tha1 programs, but e1nphasized .his confino proposals had been n1ade concern- dence in the school 's present curricuing the department of radio, t.v. and lum.
"\Ve have made a number of reallo·
film becau se additional information
was needed by the accrediting council cations and adjustments in our budget
before a formal recommendation can to atcommodate educational requiremer1ts. We don' t have all !hat we need,
be made.
''There were some areas we [depart- but we have made adjustments to meet
ment of radio, t.v. and film] need to tl1e minimal expectatipns.'' Taylor said.
Accreditation is used as a criteria
improve, but they are not sufficient to
deny us accreditation,'' said Taylor. for decisions by government agencies
''There is data the department is still on fuoding, scholarships and hiring
submitting to the council before the standards.
Kamasi Hill, a sopho1nore majoring
recomme ndation can be made," he
in film. expressed that because the
.added.
In the accreditation process, the department of radio , t.v. and film
accrediting team can l'econ11nend either presently has not received a recomfull accredi1a1ion, provisional accredi· mendation. its re-accreditation as well
tation, or no accreditation to the com- as its reputation is at stake.
··out of I50 black colleges. Howard
mittee which assembles each spring to
is one of three that has an accredited
award official accreditation .
Representative s
from
th e film depanment. We have to be cogAccrediting Council on Education in nizant as black people; we have to realJournalism and Mass Communications ize that film is a powerfpl medium and
(ACEJMC) and the American Speech this news may shun people away," Hill
Language Hearing Association said.
'' It 's an affirmation of the quality of
(ASLHA) recently visited the School
of Communications and conducted cur- education. that we're receiving in the
riculum evaluations which consisted of School of Communica tions," said
classroom visits. observations of tech- Thomas Bell. a junior majoring in print
nical facilities and organized di scus- journalism. ·
Taylor added he also views accredision sessions with students. faculty and
administrators. The results of thi s tation as a symbol for the standarQ of
study are then submitted to the accred- exCel\ence maintained al Howard
c_.
iting commission that, ir1 tum , reviews University..
the self-study, which was conducted b)'
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The Case For Open Debate
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By Bradley R. Smith
THE CONTEMPORARY ISSUE

months of the war, while Soviet armies were ad·

exception . Elitist dogma manipulated by special

portation, the food distribution system and modi·
cal and sanitation services all broke down. That
was the purpose of the Allied bombing, which has
been described as the most barbarous form of

Meanwhile, Ae'visionists went to know where
those 3 million souls have been the last 45 years.
Were they part of the fabled Six Million?
Those who promote the Holocaust story
complain that 'the whole world~ was indifferent
to the genocide which allegedly was occuring in
German occupied Europe. When asked-why this
was the case the promoters usually respond by

interest groups corrupts everything in academia.

warfare In Europe since the Mongol invasions.

saying that it was due to some great moral flaw

vancing on Germany from the east, the British
and U.S. air arms were destroying every major
cjty in Germany with saturation bombing. Trans·

No subject enrages campus Thought Police
more than Holocaust Revisionism. We debate
every other great historical issue as a matter of

eourse, but influential pressure groups wilh pri·
vale agen~as have made the Holocaust story an

attack Revisionism. The Holocausters often deceptively daim that Revisionist scholarship has
been proven false during a trial. The fact Is that
Revisionist arguments have never been evalu-

ated or judged by the courts.
Finally, the Thought Police try to "straighten
out" that segment of academia or the media that
allowed the Revisionists a forum in the f~st place.

In the nature of Western man. At other times they
make the absurd claim that people did not real·
ize the enormity of what was happening. It is true
that the world responded with Indifference. How
else should people have responded to that which
they did not believe, and which for them was a

and U.S. soldiers, they found the results of all

tories" in Poland murdering millions of civilians,

that. They took "The Photographs."

then the Red Cross, the Pope, humanitarian

singled out the Jewish people for special and

Still, at camps such as Buchenwald, Dachau
and Bergen-Belsen tens of thousands of rela·

have held that university administrations should

auel treatment. In addition to viewing Jews in the
framework of tradittonal anti-Semitism, the Nazis

lively healthy internees were liberated. They
were there in the camps when "The Photographs"

agencies, the Allied governments, neutral governments, and prominent figures such as Roosev-

elt, Truman_, Churchill, Eisenhower and many

also saw them as being an influential force behind
international communism. ·During the Second
World War, Jews were consktered to be enemies
of the State and a potential danger to the war
effort, much like the Japanese were viewed in this

take actions to rid the campus of ideas which are
disruptive to the university. This is a very danger.
ous position for administrators to take. It is an
open invitation to tyranny. It means that any

were taken . There are newsreels of these intern·

have often and unambiguously mentioned It, and
condemned It. They didn't! The promoters admit
that only a tiny group of individuals believed the

rians that the German National Socialist State

ees walking through the camp streets laughing
and talking. Others picture exuberant internees
throwing their caps in the ait and cheering their

country. Consequently, Jews were stripped of

their rights, forced to live in ghettos, conscripted
for labor, deprived of their property, deported
mistreated. Many tragically perished in the mael·

It can be an instructive intelleciual exercise to

identify taboo subjects, other than Holocaust Revisionism, which would evoke comparable responses from Thought Police on our campuses .

It is certain that if there had been "killing fac·

others would have known about it and would

story at the time -

many of whom were con-

nected with Jewish propaganda agencies. The

seen those particular films and photos while
you've seen the others scores and even hun·
dreds of times .

rise of the Holocaust story reads more like the

Documents

strom.

non-event?

liberators. It is only natural to ask why you haven't

from the countries of their birth and otherwise

success story of a PA campaign,than anything

Recently, some administrators in academia

militant group with "troops at the ready" can rid
the campus of ideas it opposes and then impose
its own orthodoxy. The cowardly administrator
finds it much easier and safer to rid the campus of

controversial ideas than to lace down a group of
saeaming and snarfing militants. But tt is the duty

else.
Winston Churchill wrote the six volumes of

of university administrators to insure that the university remains a free mart<etplace of ideas. 'Mien
ideas cause disruptions, it is the disrupters who

his monumentalwork, The Second World War,

must be subdued, not the ideas.

Spokesmen for the Holocaust Lobby like to

without mentioning a program of mass-murder

Revisionists part company with establish·

assure us that there are "tons" of captured Ger·

and genocide. Maybe It slipped his mind. Dwiaht

ment historians in that Revisionists deny that the

man documents which prove the Jewish geno-

D. Eisenhower, in his memoir Crusade in

German State had a policy to exterminate the
Jewish people (or anyone else) by putting them to
death in gas chambers or by killing them through

cide. When challenged on this, however, they
can produce only a handlul of documents, the au-

rope, also failed to mention gas chambers. Was

The influence of Holocaust Revisionism is

growing steadily both here and abroad. In the

abuse or neglect. Revisionists also maintain that
the figure of 6 million Jewish deaths is an irresponsible exaggeration, and that no execution
gas chambers existed in any camp in Europe
which was under German control . Fumigation
gas chambers did exist to delouse clothing and
equipment to prevent disease at the camps . It is
very likely that it was from this life-saving procedure that the myth of extermination gas cham-

highly questionable. If pressed for reliable docu·

the weapon used to murder millions of Jews unworthy of a passing reference? Was our future
president being insensitive to Jews?

thenticity or interpretation of which is always

daim that the Germans destroyed all the relevant

~

Revisionists gene~ally hold that the Allied

governments decided to carry their wartime "black
propaganda" of German monstrosity over into the
postwar period. This was done for essentially

1

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS
And
HOLOCAUST REVISIONISM

United States, Revisionism was launched in ear-

nest in 1977 with the publication of the book The
Hoax of the Twentieth Century by Arthur A. Butz.
Professor Butz teaches electrical eng ineering
and computer sciences at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois.
Those who take up the Revisionist cause

documents to hide their evil deeds, or it will make
the absurd claim that the Germans used a sim·
plistic code language or whispered verbal orders
for mass murder into each others' ears.

Many people, when they first hear Holocaust

represent a wide spectrum of political and philo-

With regard to the alleged genocide of lhe
European Jews, all available documentation indi-

Revisionist arguments, find themselves bewildered. The arguments appear to make sense,

sophical positions. They are certainly not the
sooundrels, liars and demons the Holocaust Lobby

cates that there was no order for it, no plan, no
budget, no weapon (that is, no so-called execu-

tion gas chamber) and no victim (that is, not a
single autopsied body at any camp has been
shown to have been gassed).

but "How is it possible?" The whole world be·
lieves the Holocaust story. It's just not plausible
that so great a conspiracy to suppress the truth
could have functioned for hall a century.
To understand how it could very well have
happened, one needs bnlyto reflect on the intel-

three reasons. First, they felt it necessary to con-

tinue to justify the great saaifioes that were made

CONCLUSION

Eu·

mentation, the Lobby will then reverse itself and

tiersemerged.

1

Eyewitness Testimony
As documentary •proofs· for the mass-mur-

lectual and political orthodoxies of medieval Eu·

in fighting two world wars. A second reason was
that they wanted to divert attention from and to
justify their own particularly brutal cfimes against
humanity Which, apart from Soviet atrocities, in·

der of the European Jews fall by the wayside,
Holocaust historians depend inaeasingly on "eye·
witness" testimonies to support their theories .

rope, or those of Nazi Germany or the Communist-bloc countries. In all of these societies the
great majority of scholars were caught up in the
existing political culture. Committed to a prevail-

volved massive incendiary bombings of the civil·

Many of these testimonies are ludicrously unreli·

ing ideology and its interpretation of reality, these

ian populations of German and Japanese cities .
The third and perhaps most important reason

able. History is filled with stories of masses of

scholars and intellectuals felt it was their right,

people daiming to be eyewitnesses to everything

and even their duty, to. protect every aspect of
that ideology. They did so by oppressing the evil

lries to maf<e them out to be. The factjs, there are
no demons in the real wortd. People are at their

worst when they begin to see their opponents as
an embodiment of evil, and then begin to de-

monize them. Such people are preparing to do
something simply awful to their opponents. Their
logic is that you can do anything you want to a
demon.

That logic will not succeed.

•••

For those wishing to verify the truthfullness of
statements made in this paper, you may want to
contact experts who are prominant authorities on
these matters. It's important to ask specific, con-

arrangements which, among other things, involved the annexation of large parts of Germany
into Poland. These territories were not disputed

from witchcraft to flying saucers.
During and after the war there were "eyewit·
nesses· to mass murder in gas chambers at
Buchenwald, Bergen-Belsen, Dachau and other

dissidents who expreSsed "offensive" or "dangero}'s· ideas. In every one of those societies,
scholars became Thought Police.·

crete questions on matters of fact and receive
direct and unambiguous answers. Organizations
such as the Simon Wiesenthal Center, Hillel and
the Anti-Defamation League.are not scholarly in·

borderlands but included huge parts of Germany

camps in Germany proper. Today, virtually all

.

stitutions, but are primarily political and propa·

proper. The millions of Germans living in these

recognized scholars dismiss this eyewitness tes·
timony a·s false, and agree that there were no ex·
termination gas chambers in any camp in Ger-

question of political correctness, there are those

was that they needed justification for the postwar

regions were to be dispossessed of their property
and brutally expelled from their homelands. Many

hundreds of thousands were to perish in the proc· , many proper.
ess. Asimilar fate was to befall the Sudeten Germans.
During the war, and in the postwar era as
well, Zionist organizations joined with the Allied
Governments and became deeply involved in
creating and promulgating anti-German hate
propaganda. There is little doubt that their pur-

pose was to drum up world sympathy and polili·
cal and financial support for Jewish causes,
especially for the formation of the State bl Israel.
Today, while the political benelits of the Holo·
caust story have largely dissipated for the others,
the story still plays an important role in the ambi·
lions of Zionist and other organizations in the

Jewish community. It is the leaders ol these
political and progaganda organizations who
continue to work to s.ustain the orthodox Holo·

caust legend and the !"'yth of German monstros·
ity during the Second World War.
Those who would daim that these interprets~
tions are anti.Jewish are reading into them some·

thing which simply is not there. Revisionists do
not daim that Jewish leaders or organizations did

anything in the war and postwar era which the
Allied Governments themselves did not do.
•

.

against him. The courts are sometimes used to

Students should be encouraged to investigate :
Millions of refugees Heeing the Soviet armies
the Holocaust story the same 'Nay they are ~n· were pouring into Germany. The camps still
· couraged to investigate every other historical under German control were overwhelmed with in·
event. This isn't a radical point of view. The ternees from the east. By early 1945 the inmate
premises for it were worked out centuries ago population was swept by malnutrition and by epi·
during a little something called the Enlightenment. demics of typhus, typhoid, dysentery and chronic
•
diarrhea. Even the mortuary systems broke down.
THE HISTORICAL ISSUE
When the press entered the camps with British
Revisionists agree with establishment his to·

.

the transgressor professionally and financially by
•getting" him at his job or concocting a lawsutt

For those who believe that the Nuremberg

Trials revealed the truth about German waJ aimes,
~ is a bracing shock to disoover that the then Chiel
Justice ol the U.S. Supreme Court, Harlan Fiske
Stone, desaibed the Nuremberg court as •a high·
grade lynching party for Germans.•

The Photographs
We've all seen "The Photographs." End·
lessly. Newsreel photos taken by U.S. and Brit·
ish photographers at the liberation of the German
camps, and especially the awful soenes at Dachau,
Buchenwald and Bergen-Belsen. These films

Establishment historians, however, still daim
that extermination Qas chambers existed at
Auschwitz and at other camps in Poland. The
eyewitness testimony and the evidence for this
claim is, in reality, qualitatively no different than
the false testimony and evidence for the alleged
gas chambers at the camps in Germany proper.
During the war crimes trials many "eyewit-

In our own society, in the debate over the

who deliberately attempt to trivialize the issues.
They claim that there is no real problem with

CODOH is a member.of the American Civil

freedom ol speech on our campuses, and that all

Liberties Union, the National Association for Col·
lege Activities (NACA). and the Free Press Association. CODOH has no affiliation whatever with

that is involved with PC are a few rules which

would defend minorities from those who would
hurt their feelings. There is, of course, a deeper
and more serious aspect to the problem. On
American campuses today there is a wide range
of ideas and viewpoints that are forbidden to be
discussed openly. Even obvious facts and reali-

support these charges. For decades, highly re·
spected scholars at the most prestigious univer-

ties, when they are politically unacceptable, are
denied and suppressed. One can learn much
about the psychology and methodology of
Thought Polioe by watching how they reacl when
just one of their taboos is broken and Holocaust
Revisionism is given a public forum .

sities in the Western world sanctioned these stories, leading us to believe that they were "irrefutable truths." But with time, many such stories

First they express outrage that ,such offen sive and dangerous ideas were allowed to be expressed publicly. They avoid answering or de-

nesses" testilied that Germans made soap out of
human fat and lamp shades from human skin. Al·
lied prosecutors even produced evidence to

have become untenable, and in May 1990 Yehuda . bating these ideas, claiming that to do so would
give them a forum and legitimacy. 'Then they
Bauer, director of Holocaust studies at Hebrew
University in Tel Aviv, admitted that: "The Nazis make vicious personal attacks against the Ravi~
never made soap from Jews . . . "(quoted in The

Jerusalem Post, lntemational Edition, 5 May 1990,
p. 6). This is only one recent example where an
"irrefutable" Holocaust "truth" has been exposed
as a monstrous lie.

With regard to confessions by Germans at
war crimes trials, it is now well documented that
many were obtained through coercion, intimida-

tion and even physical torture.
Auschwitz
British historian David Irving, perhaps the
most widely read historian writing in English, has
called the Auschwitz death-camp story a "sinking
ship" and states that there were "no gas cham·

bers at Auschwitz ... ."
The Auschwitz State Museum has recently
revised its haff-<:entury-old daim that 4 million hu·
mans were murdered there.- The Museum now

sionist heretic, calling-him dirty political names
such as "anti·Semite," •racist" or "neo·Nazi,• and

they even suggest that ne is a potential mass

CODOH speakers are available to address
student organizations and other appropriate
groups about the Holocaust controversy. For information contact:

Bradley R. Smith
Committee for Open Debate

on the Holocaust
Tel/Fax: (209) 733 2653
PO Box 3267 Visalia CA 93278
•

Send $3 for the latest issue of Smith's Report,
the author's newsletter. You will also receive a
packet of literature addressing important ques-

tions you may have about Holocaust revisionism.
Copies of this ad as a leaflet (postpaid) :
10 copies for $2. • 50 copies for $5.
100 or more copies: 8 cents each.
Your contribution to CODOH will be used to

of lying, but they don't allow the heretic to hear
the specilic charge against him or to face his ac·

disseminate the good news of Holocaust Revisionism. Our overhead is minimal. Every donation is welcome. Anyone who makes a substan·
tial contribution will be offered the opportunity to
monitor the specific use to which the dona00n wiH

cusers so that he can answer this slander.
The Holocausters accuse Revisionists of

being hate filled people who are promoting a
doclrine of hatred. But Revisionism is a scholarly
process, not a doctrine or an ideology. If the
Holocaust promoters realy want lo expose hatred,
they should take a second look at their own doc-

trines, and a long look at themselves in the
mirror.
Anyone on campus who invites a Revision-

ist to speak is himself attacked as being insensi.,..
tive. When a Revisionist does speak on campus
he is oftentimes shouted down and threatened.

Campus libraries and bookstores face intimida·

from deliberate policies on the part of the Ger· manage the museum have put on display piles of
mans. The photographs are real. The uses to · hair, boots and eyeglassess, etc. While such
which they have been put are base.
displays are ettective progaganda devices, they
There was no German policy at any of those are worthless as historical documentation for
camps to deliberately kill the internees. In the last "gassings" or a program of "extermination."

jority of faculty and university administrators sit
dumbly by, allowing politiC11l activists to deter·
mine what can be said and what can be read on

tion when they consider handling Holocaust reure? None! The communist prop&gandists who ' visionist materials. All this goes on while the ma-

'

any political organization or group.

murderer. They publicly accuse the Revisionist

says maybe it was 1 million. But what proof does
the Museum provide lo document the 1 miUion fog.

are typically presented in a way in which it is
either stated or implied that the scenes resulted

ganda organizations. ·

their campus.

Next, the Thought Police set out to destroy
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English sets tone for future of School of Social Work

By Preston Jenkins

ment to the faculty," sai d Dr.

English.
English does not hes itate to recite
Dr. Richard Allyn English. dean or write his vision for the School of
of the Scl1ool of Social Work since · Social Work. On March 13, 1992,
1985. recently spent over two and from aiprepared speech at the third
one half hours with an 'indigenous annual open house in celebration of
leader' in D.C.'s Anacostia commu- Social Work Month he said, ''My
nity. listening to the sounds of sad- vision of the School of Social Work
ness.
is a vision of a school that continues
Dr. Engli sh, along with Saint to cherish its rich social reforms traMary Epi sc opal Church 's Father ditions and commitment to cultu ral
Price. went to listen, learn, console. and racial diversity in its teaching
advise and share in the concern for and curriculum; at the same time it
1he African-American family.
remains committed to the highest
The thrust of the conversation standard of professionalism; a school
with the 'indigenous leader ', whose that educates the best practitioners,
identity English neglected to reveal, while at the same tin1e develops the
r:1i secl qt1estions that are co11stantly best knowledge for the prof'ession
asked in oppressed communities, not and blends practice and research.''
just i11 Anacostia, but throughout the
But of course, the vision of
District of Columbia. 011e question English cannot be put into effect or
\vas, 'Why do tl1ey ltl1e establish- remain in effect Witl1out the help of a
111en1] 111ke the little tl1at we have?'
dedicated faculty 11nd an ir1sightful
And after 111ore th:111 a11 hour in group of students.
Englisl1's office, tastefully decorated
'·We are interested in attracting
\Vith At'rica11 and Af'rican-American students that are going to be co1nmitsculp1ures and -lll!l!llQPllll
I
paintings.
most of which
are from the
Hilltop Staff Writer

Dr. Richard English, along with performing administrative duties as dean, takes time out to observe Social Work students.

•

'

''we 1nsp1re our students to
reach beyond their own ambi~~lle~~~~a~J tions and interests :when they
University come to us. We're interested in
Gallery
of An.
.
.
.
quite training leaders. We're not
<ipparent that
despite l1i s interested in simply training
good fortune
.ir1d success, social workers to perform ordilie is not i11sen- nary tasks. We want them .to
s i 1i ve to the
1nisfortune and perform extraordinary tasks.''
so-ca lled 'failDr. Richard English
ures' of others.

,

II

•

IS

'' It was one • • • • •
of the most moving experiences I ted 10 serve to better the Africanhave ever had.'' English said refer- American community. Our mission
ring to his recent conversation in is to educate social workers dealing
Anar.:ostia.
''She (the anony- with problems of oppression and
n1ou.s woman) was very articu\a1e; poverty worldwide," English said.
-lihe has a high-school education. She
''We inspire our students to reach
1
i!. \ ery com1ni1ted, and as we sat beyond their own ambitions and
rhere the tenants came in-they tele- interes1s when 1hey come lo us.
phoned. They all tried to see her, we We're interested in training leaders.
felt like we were laking up her time We're not interested in simply trainbecause so many people wanted her ing social workers to perform ordiserv ices. She is obviously very nary tasks. We Want them to perfonn
effective. It makes you smell the extraordinary tasks.''
roses,'' English said.
English is responsible for impleThe home of this ' indigenous menting several progra1ns designed
le11de r· did not have a portrait of to put the students in the School of
ln:1bel Burns Lind say, the first Social Wof,.k in the forefront. For
womar1 gradltate of the University of example,
English
recently
Pi11sburgl1 's School of Social Work announced the first Cosby Seminar
10 ear11 a doctorate, painted by the on African-America11 families. The
gre<1t Ja111es A. Porter, such as the setninar is supported by funds
one 111111 decorates E11glish 's office. awarded the School of Social Work
Nor does she have the Ph.D. and by Willia1n H. Cosby, Jr. and Mrs.
Master's degree from the University Camille 0. Hanks Cosby. The
of Michigan like the ones that $325,000 gift from Dr. and Mrs.
E11glisl1 has received. Nevertheless, Cosby also provides a Cosby fellowthe 'indige11ous leader' and English ship awarded to a master 's soc ial
saw eye to eye. ·'We gave respect work student and supports th e
and we received respect," English School of Social Work 's Family
said.
Resource and Research Center which
English graduated from Talladega is being developed 10 address the
College in 1958 with an A.B. in his- problen1s confro11ti11g Africantory. political science and art wjth American fa1nilies b.nd to serve as an
honors. In 1959, he received his advocate for stable)amily life.
Master 's degree in history and politiMany stude nt s, have benefited
cal sc ience, and in 1970 he received from the grantsmanship of Dr.
his Ph.D. in social work and sociolo- English and his f<lcult y. Talieth
gy.
Shaw, a second year recipient of the
Rese:1rch , classroom , theoretical Cosby fellowship, is expec ted to
practice and field work has con- graduate this summer.
su med - and still consumes Not only have the students beneEnglish, who is still very much fited from the gra11tsmanship of Dr.
active in the classroor11 as well. As English, the s1uderlts have benefited
the dean of the School of Social from the experien~ and knowledge
Work, English is responsible for 267 that English brings to the School of
students and three degree programs: Social Work. And when asked 10
Bachelor of Social Work, Master of describe the biggest problems in the
Social Work and Doctor of Social African-American community
Work. English realizes the impor- English responded, ''I don't see probtance of having a qualified faculty lems, I see challenges. We have to
that is able to share their knowledge. be more accountable and we have to
''Today the prac1ice of social work make improvements.·:
has become more complicated and
therefore we need highly educated
persons to serve on our faculty. A
doctorate or is required for appoin.t-

.
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In last week's edition of THE HILLTOP in the story, "Sacr,ificing Bison help
feed homeless" we omitted the fact that the Alpha Phi <;:hapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. also volunteers with So Others Mighl Eat (SOME).
The Alpha Phi Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority.Ind. is a member of
the Howard University Panhellen ic Council Members of lhat sorority serve
meals every founh Sunday. We apologize for this overs i gh~.
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Elections Merely Point the Way

'

The 1992-93 Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) elections, besides being
an absolute disgrace themselves, point clearly to the sorely lacking leadership in the present HUSA administration as well as to the
ineffectiveness and ineptitude of the HUSA
General Assembly. The problems which
brought about the nullification of the HUSA
general election stem further than a ruling by
the Elections Chairperson, they stem from a
leadership that will not provided an adequate
framework through which the University as
well as HUSA elections may operate.
The adequate test of law· or rules comes in 1
its ability to manage a situation when all has
gone awry, not when all is progressing
smoothly. The ambiguity concerning campaigning on election day as well as other
ambiguities surrounding general elections
guidelines need to be addressed and have not
been addressed. The present HUSA administration was elected under these same laughable conditions. There was a sore lack of
leadership by the HUSA administration in
convening the General Assembly to have
them plug the gaping holes in the constitution.
By nullifying the HUSA election results,
the General Assembly showed that it had
absolutely no regard for the students of
Howard University. It will cost the students
anywhere from $4,000 to $13,000 to hold a
new set of elections, very possibly leaving
HUSA with a deficit that our student fees
must pay for. And what about fiscal respon-

sibility? There was no money for an entirely
new set of elections, however, by nullifying
the results, the General Assembly issues a
directive without regard to the cost. What
about the candidates? They will be forced to
campaign for another four weeks! What
about their grades, their budgets, their sanity.
Were these factors considered when the decision was made? ,
The decision to throw out the election
results masks the real problem and gives
light to the true problems in the General
Assembly: their total avoidance of any substantive issues that positively affect the student body. The real problem is the HUSA
constitution in general and the Election
Guidelines in particular. How can these
guidelines and rules be changed if the
General Assembly has not had a quorum
since last November? How can HU students
be effectively represented and lead if our student leaders do not fulfill their proper roles?
The General Assembly Elections
Committee is more a victim than anything--it
is a victim of poor and inept leadership. The
General Assembly and the HUSA administration have seen the need for full-scale
reform for awhile. The only thing that needs
to be nullified is the leadership that has
allowed this totally foreseeable and preventable election fiasco to take place.
Howard students need to take heed and learn
from this experience: take your student elections seriously and be prepared to recall ineffective and uncaring student leaders.

A Write to Know
To what standards should our leaders, particularly our congressional office holders, be
held in matters concerning the conduct of
their affairs? Based on the behavior of some
congressmen, it' would seem that they do not
even hold themselves to the same levels ori
conduct that they impose upon their civilian
constituents. Abuse of the traffic laws, the
congressional restaurant and postal priv jlleges all speak to a Congress that has become
far too caught up in the images created by
their overly-paid political consultants and
handlers.
The recent ~ote by congressional leaders,
which went contrary to the wishes of House
democratic leaders, to disclose the names of
present and former members who overdrew
their House bank accounts is a welcome and
just attempt to force the standards of our
leaders, at a minimum, to the standards of
their constituents. Some congressmen are
accused of bouncing over 800 checks. If' a

•

normal citizen had done that, assuming a $25
charge against their account for insufficient
funds, s/he would have been charged
$20,000. How many law abiding citizens
are able to afford $20,000 in bank fees?
More importantly, how many citizens are
exempt from paying bank fees when they
overdraw their accounts? Four hundred and
thirty-five, at least.
The law-abiding, voting, American citizen
have a right to know which congressional
leaders write checks without regard to their
balances. Does this speak to their ability to
manage the nation's purse strings? Perhaps
to a certain degree. Even more importantly
however, it speaks to congressional leaders'
aloofness from t~e everyday worries and
constraints of the people whom they are
elected to represent. Any effort to put their
egos in check and enforce some sort of discipline within that group can only help all of us
in the long-run.
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Perspectives

African
Contributions
are More
Than Just
Egyptian

Ethiopians who kept the oldest written Christian
documents in the world and the first iron smelting civilizations of the Bantus. Many of the
superstitions and folk medicines that many of hs
hold on to have been passed on to us from the
Ashante tribes of West Africa. And most of all,
we should rejoice in the mother of all mankind-Kenya. These few details and many more not
mentioned, deserve equal spotlight within the
complete development of an African historical
consciousness. If we are to understand more
about ourselves and the history of our ancestors,
then the damaging precedence that focoses much 1
glorification upon Egypt needs to be expanded
to include many more of the great cultures that
reside on the continent. Otherwise, our knowledge and identity will continue to be closed
around Egypt, forgetting the rest of the continent
as most of us have. This would be particularly
unfortunate because West Africa, not Egypt, is I
where most of our roots are likely to be found.

Africa has a.vast history .that stre.tches from the
Mediterranean coastline of Libya to the Atlantic
shores of South Africa. Its variety of cultures
stretch from the Cape Verde Islands in the
Atlantic to the golden shores of Somalia on the
Indian Ocean. Inspite of its vastness, however, it
seems that every time an excited debate occurs
about the greatness of the contributions made by
African civilizations to the Western World, the
first reference, and usually the only one, is
almost always to the advanced civilizations of Robinson Cook is a sophomore in the College of
Egypt. This narrow .and often constricted histor- Arts and Sciences.
I
ical scope of Africa held by many black folks
THE
HILLTOP
(especially HU students) can be detrimental
because it forces other cultures and civilizations 1 welcomes your opinions
to take a back seat to the cultures of Kernel. The
and
comments.
-Please
current preoccupation with the Pyramids, the
submit them to the
great kings and queens, and the scientific and
medical achievements is very positive. On the
address
below.
other hand, one sho~ld ~lso give attention to the
We Welcome Your Letters ,and Comments
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What About Africa?

Three businessmen, two from the World
Bank and one from the investment banking
firm Salomon Brothers, have come together
to form the company Emerging Markets
Corporation (EMC). Founded to take advantage of the privatization plans in more than
30 East European, Asian and Latin American
countries, EMC hopes to manage more than
$250 million in portfolio and direct investment by this coming April, reports The New
York Times.
What about Africa? In all of the discussions concerning emerging countries set to
experience new growth, Africa is not mentioned. "Latin America, the Pacific Basin,
Eastern Europe" all of these regions are touted for their growth potential-Africa is
never heard. More and more investment
banking and banking firms are extending
into these newly emerging marketsGoldman, Sachs in Russia, First Boston and
J.P. Morgan in Latin and Central Americahowever, when it comes to providing capital
and restructuring advice for the world's

wealthiest natural resource continent, lips
fall silent and funds run dry. How much
longer must The Motherland wait until she
assumes her appropriate place at the world
banquet feast?
How long are we willing to wait before we
put her at her appropriate place? A significant proportion of the leaders in Africa were
educated here at Howard University. It is up
to us to see that Africa's wealth of resources
· are used to ensure her wealth and not, as has
been the case for the last five centuries, the
wealth of European nations who have
exploited her land as well as her people.
These emerging countries served to strengthen European and American interests while
their economies and people languished in
poverty. Will we allow those same interests
to strengthen even as these emerging countries strive to cut themselves a piece of the
pie? More importantly, will we allow The
Motherland to remain outside of the consciousness and conscious efforts of those
who are most willing to help her?
I

Break Out
•

Sun, sand, surf and smiJes, May all of
these be yours during Spring Break this year.
Going to get a tan, staying here at Howard to
catch up on some work or simply going
home to visit the family, whatever your plans

THE HIUTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and alumni are
encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publish only materia1 addressed to us .. We routinely edit letters_ for s~ace and corr~ct errors of style, spellin) and
punctuation. Letters as well as commentanes must be typed and signed, complete with full address and telephone

number.

.

The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board. and do I
not necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration , THE HILLTOP Board or the students.

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. N.W.

Please address letters and comments to:

Washington, DC 20059
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George Daniels, Editor-in-Chief
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Shauntae Brown, Campus Editor
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Stephanie Malone, Proofreader

Aricka Westbrooks. Proofreader
Ronald Sullivan, Design Director
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C. Sheldon Bassarath, Production Asst.
John Cash, Computer Systems Engineer

l

are, be sure to have a safe, relaxing and
enjoyable Spring Break. Remember that the
semester is not over and that we've still a lot
of work ahead that, to be sure, no one wants
to miss out on. See everyone next Monday!

.

Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Mana1er
' John Jacks, Business Assistant
Brian D. Nevel, Advertising Manager
. Alicia Chambers, omce Manaaer
Kevin Armstead, Advertising Asst,
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Students got the same

rh~toric

juniors the year of the protest. Jean and
Martin are scoops of orange sherbet and

vanil la ice cream respec1ively--a good combination together but neither do much for the

in the 1992-

93 election process like they get the same ice
crean1 fl<1vors at Baskin Robbin's 31 flavors

every summer. This year's candidates for the
Howard University Student Association presented the same Howard solutions to the same
Howard problems. Their faces were the only
change.

Chris Coleman and his running mate
Karen Shepard were banned from the first
,and last Speakouts. That ban saved thousands
.of won1en from squishy wet kisses that have
:won Chris the nickname Richard Dawson.
:Theit slate rnissed complete definition in
. ·going beyond the 31 flavors that Baskin
Robbin 's has 10 offer and ins1ead come from
Ben and Jerry's menu of flavors. Chris is a
scoop of cookie dough ice cream and Karen is
.a scoop of chunky monkey ice cream on a
cone. Bo1h are the kinds of ice cream that
you like but you have 10 keep picking little
things out of it to eat it.
Ivan Hopkins and Tene McCoy were hard
working candidates. Teenie (oops!) Tene
\vorked her head real hard when she spoke at
1he Speakouts and Ivan worked really hard
not to a11swer any question completely. Ivan
is a scoop of neapolitan ice cream in a cup.
The kind· moms buy when they want to make
sure they please all the kids at the party, but
it's still not what anyone really wants. Tene is
a scoo p of pralines and cream, on a corn
bread cone.
Donald Jean and William Martin are the
new Howard Radicals. Their strongest sup-
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Hebrew Ben Yehudah-Yisrael
Southern California in the late 1950s through
the late I970s was a virtual paradise for those
Africans-in-Amerikkka seeking the trappings and
pleasures of the Amerikkkan nightmare. During
it's zenith, the coun1ies of Riverside, Orange, San
Bernardino, Venture, and Los Angeles boasted an
industrial and intellectual output equal to that of
European nations. However, the 1980s and the dire
reality of the 1990s has brought the glistening icon
of Western Civilization to its knees.
As a former base for the movie and
aerospace/defense industry of which I was a direcl
benefactor, I witnessed my home state deteriorate
in just a few shon years to a wasteland of factories
and empty movie studios. The very technology
that built California destroyed it. Automated production of aerospace and movie/film products have
drastically cut into the fabric of the vast black middle class that existed in Southern California.
However, the false sense of security built by so
many years of prosperity has collapsed the spiritual
and menfal strength of many blacks in Southern
Ca lifornia to mere dung. This 50 by 50 mile
micro-nation has perverted its sickness upon our
people in innumerable ways. Many HU students
(you will recall, California students are the majority here) will be directly affected by the recent fallout barrage of this industrial feces.

'

'

masses.
Julius Bailey and Erik Deshields ran
together as the ''Power of Experience'' slate.
Their experience as leaders on Howard 's
campus alone got them more bad press than
any other slate in the campaign. Erik is a
scoop of rocky road ice cream, the kind that is
more trouble ·than it is worth. Julius is a double scoop of rum rais.in ice cream minus the
fedora. Neither seem to be very popular
among the women on campus.
Turner and Carney made up the all female
slate--the mastenninds behind the data base.
That impossible invention of their imagination, that would have been the creator and
loser of information, was the key behind their
showing of 175 votes. The two of them are
scoops of pink bubblegum and dacquiri ice
cream , the favorites of little kids but without
much pull with those who have an adult la.Ste.
Depending on how you look at it, she is the
cherry on the top or the wafer cone at the bottom of this year's election process. If anyone
could let authority go to their head it is
Meileka Mosley the chairwoman of the election committee. Instead of balking at rude
financial aid and bursar employees, candidates should have blasted thi s woman for
treating students as if we had dirty money to
spend in her Baskin Robbin 's. Let's hope no
one was laking notes on her ritualistic
Speakout phrase ''No part A, and no part B''
for next year.
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porters are the students who have not managed to graduate even though they were
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This recent explainable event should not sur- are dramatically cutting back programs a11d degrees
prise the aware.. black student of history. California offered. Staie reside11ts are shirking to even tl1ink of
was founded at the expense and the extennination higher taxes and overhe<1d. High~Technology compaof the human rodents--native aborigine inhabi- nies are moving somewhere else to reduce the price of
tants. Our spiritual brothers and sisters were deter- ''good business.''
Meanwhile, the vast tnajority of negroes have
mined to be less than human by Spanish and
Va1ican interests. After much debate about what to yet to see the real light at the end of tunnel that
do with these people of color, the lllumanti does not include them. California is becoming too
shocked many with its outrageous idea of white ''brown'' to control. It must be brought back from a
s.l._omination through a superclass of Europeans ''Third World" state 10 a European dominated state
ol>era1ing through super-secret societies . These if it is to survive the New World Order. There are
cheap shots in an effort to demoralize and de-spiri- few spots if any for the vast sea of black and brown
tualize descendants from the Original Man have al~ people in the New California according to the
Pacifica Institute in San Mateo and the RAND in
but exhausted Europe's vain efforts at genoci'd.e.
When you sell your soul, as the Europeans did dur- Santa Monica. and if necessary ''drastic measures
ing the signing of the Magna Cane and Mayflower will be en1ployed'' according the John Birch
COmpac1, you risk being called in for your long-1enn Society. Already Gov. Pete Wilson has has sugloan by your lender--The Devil. The European has gested to eliminate the ''Welfare Bums and the
gained little in return for propagating death through Bastard Babies'' through welfare payment reducsell ing Fire Water (Alcohol), Fire Sticks (Guns and tions and attrition. 11 is the ''Art of War."
Ammo), Fire Women (White women with V.D.), and Statewide, these cuts will affect over a million peolater his history and religion. And when that was not ple of color alone with no end in sight! _If you want
enough to wipe out the natives, they injectedOUfSOuf to win the war instead of jus1 winning a few battles
brothers with i;nalaria and other diseases to wipe them of Black Struggle, ''Keep your eye on IT'' and
out in California. As a direct result of this massive expose the enemy through a thorough study of
genocide, you will find very few Indian Reservations European history and future programs and then
in California. The great Illumanistic experiment, . make a crilical analysis of what we're going to do
however, was a great failure and tragedy. The curse to survive and grow in the next millennium.
of death is upon those who place their bets with the
destroyer of all flesh. The California Miracle is foldThe write1· is a Califor11ia native and a student in
ing before our very eyes with its massive state deficit
and risi ng insurance costs. College and universities tl1e Sc/100! of E11.~i11ee1·i11;: .

are restrained by time to show both
sides, but what about those news fealures. There is plenty of time to find
and plan a sto ry about someth ing
positive going.on in the blftck com?)unity. It 'Snot11Uitd'to find J.Jn f~t;

Although blacks have co111e a long
way in the press, from 110 coverage to
mir1i1num coverage. we still have a
long way. 10 go. From the beginning
of the ;(L\SI form of n1edium, ,1he , ,l,i\lliJ.g~i!e. alq)qfo\~~fS,Jll'rso.~a)ly
newspaper, bl11cks were included in know of and participate in numerous
the press only 11s property to be positive activities daily.
bougl1l :1r1c\ sold arid in <ids for runBut yet and still, what are we as
away slaves. Blacks then began black viev·iers and readers f:tced with
recyivir1g coverage when the famous every day of our lives? The a11swer
slave revolts began to take place, Nat is 1ha1 we're faced with only 1he grim
Turner's slave revolt in particular. side of our lives of which all races
These revolts called for national encounter. We are just the ones who
attention i11 orde r to nlake citizen are pointed out daily and shown to
aware of \vhat and why blacks were the viewers or readers as violent,
revolt ing. Education was 1he culprit lazy, uneducated, and immoral. It is
and :inti-literacy laws were passed to time for the media to make a change
hinder funher slave revolts.
if they plan to help blacks to break
Blacks then moved on to start away from these stereotypes which
their own nev.1spapers, the first black would in tum help alleviate racism in
newspaper being F1·ee(/0111's Jo111·11al this country.
started by John Ru sswurm and the
Whether the press realizes it o.r
Reverend Samuel Cornish in New not, it is the most powerful aspect of
York in 1827. In 1847, Willis society. Thepresshasthepowerto
Hodges began 1·11e R(1111's f/01·11 and change views and although there are
of course there was Frederick increasingnumbersofblacksinpowDouglass' Tl1e No1·rl1 St(11·. These are erful positions in the press, there is
just a few of tl1e earlier black pub- still a need for more.
Jishers of newspapers. There was
What we need for those blacks
also Rev erend Samuel Ringgold who have made it into the journalism
business is to have them stand up and
raise their voices. We need these
black journalists to refuse to repon
on so many negative stories unless
there is a balance of positive along
with tl!e negative. We need the black
journalists to s1op pointing out black
women with rollers in their hair and
babies running around to interview.
And all the responsibility should not ·
be laid on the black journalists.
Black citizens as well should refuse
to be interviewed if they do not feel
that their appearance at the time is
presentable. I mean black won1en
are already seen as 1naids and m<1mmies already. Why perpetuate that
stereotype?
As we, black actors and actresses
should decline from accepting
ste reotypical roles for televisions
shows and movies. This does not
help, but hinder our growth and our
moving away from these long-standing stereotypes.
Black journali sm schools also
have to play a role in this process.
'
Ward. Jn1pa1·ti(1/ Citize11, Phillip A. These schools must teach its students
Bell. Weeki)' Ad11ocate, and how to deal with the situations and
Christopher J. • Perry, the circumstances of black people as far
Pl1ilaclelpl1ia T1·ihu11e which is the as coverage and reporting are conoldest continuously published black cerned. They must also teach their
students that their is 1nore to journalnewspaper in 1he United States.
As coverage of blacks inc reased ism than just earni11g the top dollirrs.
by the white press. the coverage por- There is a commitme11t to the
trayed the stereotypical views whites advancement of our people as well.
held of blacks. Blacks were por- So I just ask one thing of black jourtrayed as violent, uneducated, poor nalists. Don't sell out. If we sell
and lazy i11 the 111edia. When fea- ourselves out we will never defeat
tures of black people became more racism in the media and in the world.
prevalent these features usually cenThe writer is a junior in the
tered around low-income blacks.
I musl adn1it that newspapers have School ofCommunil:ations.
become more two-sided in their coverage of blacks, but television still
has a big step to 1ake. Television's
defer1sc. a11d rigl11ft1lly ~o. is that the)'

Black actors and
actresses should
decline from
accepting stereotypical roles for
televisions shows
and movies. This
does not help, but
hinders our
growth and our
moving away from
these long-standing stereotypes.
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Barbados charts
economic plans
By Omowale Elson

payments and international revHilltop Staff Writer
enues were recently noted by
Central Bank governor, Dr.
Barbados has joined its major Kurleigh King. He said the fiscal
Caribbean Community (CARI- deficit was 2.9 percent of the Gross
COM) neighbors in formally insti- Domestic Product, down from 8.9
tuting a structural adjustment pro- percent in 1990. The Central Bank
gram with a recent $65 million Joan net foreign revenues increased
from the International Monetary from $11.8 million to $37 .1 million
Fund (!MF).
toward the end of last year..
The first disbursement of that
Other ''corrective'' measures
fund, $33.68 million, will provide a which Barbados has taken include
15-month standby credit program government legislation of an eight
that will support the government's percent salary cut of civil servants,
efforts to improve the country 's while placing about 3,000 of its
economic performance.
workers on the bread line. In addiAccording to Prim e Mini ster tion, the government has called on
Erskine Sandiford and Mini ster of the private sector to embark on a
Finance, this year will be the most wage freeze for two years
difficu lt one the country has ever
Dr. Deli sle Worrell, deputy
experienced, because of large loans director of the CBB said, ''The
between the two cultures--and there
and interest which have to be freeze will allow fmns to retool so
shou ld be because both cultures
repaid. He said Barbados has a per as to increase labor productivity. In
have something to offer each other,"
said Jason Tasnei, a student majorcapita income of $6,000, but finds the interim, wages in competing
ing in political science at George
itself in this position because ii had countries (for foreign investment)
Washington University.
been borrowing 1nore than it will catch up somewhat."
Some panelists cited the declinearned.
Barbados' labor is said to be
ing relationship between A1nerica
The loan came last year when higher than that of many Third
and Japan as capi tali stic greed of
the economy ex perienced an esti- World cou ntrie s, including
both countrie s. Others ci ted the
mated four perc e nt decline. Singapore and Hong Kong which
need for global interdependence
According to statistics released by are competing in the fmancial offbetween the two countries as th e
the Central Bank of Barbados shore markets. But Barbados has a
cause of the negali '!e relationship
(CBB), the 1991 declines affected relatively developed infrastructure .
between the 1wo countries.
the main reve11ue earning sectors: i11 place, as well as a highly educat''The second World War and ecoagriculture by thre e percent. ed labor force.
nomics are taught from two differtouri sm by 5.5 percent and manuHowever, hard hit by the demise
ent perspec tive s in Japan a11d
f <1c1u ring by four perce11t. of Pan Am Airline last December,
America. If a global curric ulum is
However, the decline of 11 percent Barbados's concern for a good winimplemented around the \vorld, then
in construction and six percent ter tourist season this year saw the
there will be a better working reladecrease in the distributive sectors opening up of negotiations with
tionship in the future," said Andrew
reflected the government's move to another American carrier, Trump
Smith, presiden t of the American
retard imports and reduce co n- Airline, which is expected to operForum for Global Education.
sumer spending.
ate a weekend service out of New
Howev er. before a global cu rFurthermore, the govern111ent ·s York, thereby taking up the slack of·
riculum can be implemented in our
measure to stem its expenditure and its predecessor.
colleges and universi ties. the nee~ ' ease the pressure on the balance of
Yet, \vhile the Sandiford
for a globa l eclucatio11 111ust be
Administration is
emphasized in our communi tie s.
set on proving its
Each individual must sh:1re in 1he
program can work
re .'i pon sibility a11d expose their
within 18 months,
knowledge witl1 others in the comBillie Mjller, for111unity.
mer Minister of
·'It mus1 be made clear to everyEducation and parbody that we can make a profound
liamentarian called
difference in the future of our world,
for sensitivity -oh
but we mus1 frrst el iminate the pesthe part of governsi mist ic attitudes and the negative
ments. ''I think the
perceptions of races here in
implications of
America,'' Collins said.
structural adjustThe New \Vorld Foundation and
ment on health and
other organizations are cu rrently
family planning
developing educational programs
were leading to
and experiences that will provide
problems of malopportunities for tl1e understanding
nutrition in chilof other nations and cultures. They
dren and to the
have sponsored programs such as
death of mothers,''
the New World Academy and New
Photo courtesy ol W&ekend Nation he said.
World Media and Press.
•
Prime Minister Erskine Sandiford

Students confront global education
By Ruben L. Barkley
Hilltop Staff Writer

With the end of the Cold War, the
dismantling of the Soviet Union, the
unification of Germany and other
European countries, there is a growing need for global awareness and
interdependence among all nations
throughout the world.
According to ·the New World
· Education Foundation (NWEF),
this is one concept that America
cannot afford to be without any
longer. A six-member panel met
with college students at George
Washington University last week to
discuss some of the main problems
concerning current college curricuJums and the benefits of a global
education curriculum in hi gh
schools and universities.
''G lobal Education can help us
recognize our mutual interest, common problems, and the need to
mobilize our resources to help solve
'world-wide problems," sa id
Antonio Be1ancour1 . executive

'''orld history curriculums being
t<lL1ght rnt1st u11dergo drastic
cl1<1r1ges.
;·TI1e 11eed for global education is
clc:1rly ev ide11t \Vhen we look at our
Cllrrcnt world l1i story curriculu1ns.
Foreig11 cour1tries. for eXample, are
introduced a11d put i11 textbooks ,
011ly after tl1e U. S. has take11 some
for111 of aggression to,vard tl1t1t particul<•r coL1r1try.'' Collins said.
Accordir1g to Collins. no individLlttl c11n be co11si dered educated
ur1less tile)' <tcquire so1ne form of
k11o'''ledge abou1 places. people <ind
e,·c11ts occt1rring outside tl1e U.S.
·1·11e p<tnelists agreed that the 011
g<1i11g co11flic1s be1,veen Africa11.t.\111erica11s and Koreans have been
1)art!y attributed to a lack of cultural
u11derstanding and communication;
conflicts such as these further stress
tl1e 11eed for global ed11cat ion in our
.cla~s roo111s 11r1d con1rnuni1ies.
''Most Kore<1ns gel tl1eir perceptio11 of f\fric:\11-Amcricans fron1 the
111rdi:1 :111cl \vhe11 1l1ey con1e to
1\111 e ri c11. tl1ere is no bonding

director of the Su111111it Colt11cil for
World Peace.
Accordi11g to Bet1111colirt. tl1e
economic and soc ial problcr11<; al·
the United States <111d otl1er 11:11ior1s.
clearly show tl1at 110 011c 11<1ti or1 c:111
survive the 21st centliry v.•i1!1ou11l1e

support a11d resources of otl1er
nations.
NWEF's proposed global ellL1c::1tion would also assist 1:>eople of ;ill
nations in becomi11g \\'Orld citizc11~.
thereby, n1aki11g cu~t1r;1I dift'ere11ces
and similarities more easil)' recognized and accep1ed by 1l1e 111 a1;se~.
''Thi s is aver)' mltlti cu ltt1r;1l "ociety in whicl1 we live 1111d tl1erc is ;111
urgent need for other cultures 10 be
recognized. The 0111)' t111derst<tr1ding we get of other cultlires i.-; fro111
a Euroc;entric point of ''iev.•," said
Jose Gonzalez, a s1udent majoring
in international bL1 si ne ss at
A1nerican Uni, ersit)'·
H. Thomas Collin5. :1 prof~.,..,or ;11
George Washi11gto11 Ur1i,•ersit). ~•tic!
if the U.S. is goi11g 10 becornc gl<1l1ally educi1ted, tl1 e11 tl1e pre-.er11
1

''
••
By Alvin B. Hoff

assi~t<111ce 10

111ai111;1i11 11e<1ce a11d sl:1bili t)' in his country.

Hilltop Staff Writer

SOMALIA
After three months of fierce fighting between forces
loyal to interim President Ali Mahdi Mohamed and hi s
general, Mohamed Farah Aideed, both men have agreed
to a temporary truce requested by the United Natio11s
(UN).

While the truce is being observed, a delegation from
the hlN, led by UN Secretary General James Jonah as well
as delegations from the Organization of African Unity
and the Islamic Conference Organization!, will try to
bring about a peaceful negotiable sol ution to the
Somalian conflict.

ZAIRE
During a recent church-sponsored march in the streets
of Zaire, security forces loyal to President Mobutu Sese
Seka fired on thousands of democracy demonstrators.
According to a report by Radio France International. at
least 33 people \Yere killed and more that 50 others \Vere
wounded.

SOUTH AFRICA
T!1e 811..,]1 a(!1nini . . 1r:1tio11 expressed displeasure over
the rece111 ,.i..,it of Afric:1r1 N11tior1al Congress leader
Nel~or1 M;1r1deJ;1 tu Lib)''' in 1l1e wake of tl1e international
co11truvcrsy i11vol\ ir1g Lib)<I arid tlie bor11bi11g of a Pa11
Ar11 ;1irpla11e.
lr1 otl1er de,· elop 111e111~. 1l1e white conser\ ative pany
wo11 lt resoltt1{\i11g victory in a special election to fill a
vacar1cy in a \Vl1i1e Cl1ar11ber of Parliament.
Cor1ser\'<lli\'e 1\r1clries Be)'ers '''on 56 percent of 1he
2.140 ''Otes [t11cl saicl De K!erk did 1101 rep~e se r1t the
111ajorit)' of Sotit!1 Afric11 ·s 4.5 111i11 ion wl1ites.

I

ON LY

1

CONGO
In a week-long bid to topple the civilian government of
Prime Minister Andre Milongo, army lroops fired on
demonstrators marching in support of the government.
Meanwhile, Milongo, who is said to be in hiding, has
appealed for international help to prevent his country
from returning to military rule.
ln a statement issued by the army's high comm:1nd,
they said that they wanted a new civilian government and
that Milongo and his family's safety would be assured
and they had no need to flee. A 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew
has been imposed and the international airport in
Brazzaville along with radio and television is being controlled by the anny.

UGANDA
After years of brutality, and a high degree of poveny
and <;orruption, Ugandians are once again beginning to
see signs of progress under President Yoweri Museveni.
Since taking power in 1986,_Museveni has cut the civil
servant work force from 240,000 to 175,000. The country's 77 ministries have been cut to 34 and the army has
been reduced from 130,000 to 80,000. The average government worker's salary, however, has increased fron1
$11 a month to $20 a month.
Museveni has appealed to the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund and Western aid-donors for

HOURS

..
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,,

I
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SPRING

LIBYA
lltclge .l\!1111ell Z<twi. \vho W<IS ir1vestigating tl1e 1988
airline bo111bi11g. offerecl Iii" resignation and expressed
a11ger <It botl1 \Vester11 press11re and :1t Libya's searching
for 11 \\' Cl)" ot1t.
Lib)·a·.., foreig11111ir1ister lbrc1l1i111 Bisl1t1ri a11nour1ced on
a recer1t ''i5it to C;:1iro lh<it Liby;1is ready to hand over 1he
\\VO sttspects for trial ir1 fro111 of 11 11eu1ral court i11 any

I '

I J5tt: oo j
•. ,, c.• .,....
•N :l l .a_...
A,nlM1 • 7 .,,,
t tt:. Cilil'
• I I i r.-t . Jit..11.J.
'"'· 0. . .
.,, J.-.IJl.:fl.d: ,,

Me:111\vl1 ile: tl1e UN security counc il \Vl1rned Libya that
it could f<1(·e tracle "<lnctions or \Vorse by defying the reso!ut i6n 'vhi cl1 req11 este d tl1 e ex traditions of the two
Libyans accu.;;ed of bo111bing the Pan Am jet liner.

NIGERIA
More than 5,000 people have died and 20,000 others
ha\'e fled 1l1e ren1ote Central-Eastern Nigerian state of
Tt1r;1ba because of t!1e fi,,e 1nor1tl1 old ethnic war going
011.
Westcrr1 jou r11ali ~ 1 .. l1a\ e described the outbre11k as the
biggc<;l .1.ir1cc 1hc Presiclent lbr;.1 l1i1n Babangida came to
power i11 1985.
Figl1ti11g bcg;111 l:1<;t October \Vi tl1 tl1e return of electoral
politi cs to Nigeri:1 ;1fter eig ht years of military rule .
Yioler1ce bet'''cen tl1e Tivs <111d the Jukuns, the two main
etl1r1ic groups in tl1e :1rc;1 t1rou11(l. Wukari in Taraba State
erupted.
According to local Nigerian officials, the Jukuns. who
polit ic:ill y clo111i11ate tl1is ;1re<1 have always feared that the
11u111eric:1Jly Sllpcrior Tivs will beat the111 at the ballot box
arid strip thern of local po\\•er.

,,

'B R .E '· A K .· .
c.:: . i

llCl!lral COllllll"\I.

NIGER
Soldiers in the Niger capital, Niamey, retook control of
all the national television and radio stations only hours
after they said their revolt over back-pay and otl1er
gnevances was over.
They announced that they would continue to protest
until their demands are met. These solriiers also called for
the resignation of the prime minister.

TWO
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ALGERIA
Algeria's 111ilitary-backed executive council warned it
would ·'crush'' a11} one u<;ing violence after unidentified
attackers l1urled .bon1bs at an army convoy and fatally
shot one soldier.
Earlier tl1is 1non1h, tl1e president's council scrapped the
first multi-party parliamentary election-which Muslim
funda1ne111a!i sts were poised to win.
In other developn1e11ts, the Algerian Security Forces
arrested Rabah Kebir who becan1e the fundamentalists'
leading spokesn1<1n after the arrest of provisional leader
Abclelkader H<1cha11i.
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BUSINESS FINANCE
Spotlight .
Entrepreneur

Students seminar reveals way
to '' Purchase Arnerica ''
'

By Ealena Callender
Hilltop Staff Wri1er

'

proceedings in order to fully understand them.
''You have to be savvy," he said.
''When you are able to detennine,
''Go study the procedures beforehand.''
calculate and figure the trends and
cycles that create va lu e
In giving advice 10 students
'
before the nex:t person does,
and fi rsl-lime investors,
then you wi ll be a successful
Norri s Dodson also stressed
lhe importance of loans. ''The
in\•estor," Norris Dodson, - - - - - - - - - - - -- ..
lender wants to know that you
co- founder of Century 21
Dodson Realty, Inc., said to
have sufficient income 10 pay
back the loan. You will most
a group of students assemlikely need a co-s igner," he
bled at a real estate developsaid.
ment series held in the
School
of
Business
Helen Dod son added that
Auditorium last Thursday.
mo st first-time investments
The School of Business
start with a si ngle family
Studenl Council in conjunchome. "In a university area, it
tion with Century 21 impleis a good idea for parents to
mented a three-part seminar
invest in a house and rent it
last week titled, ''Owning A
out because it will act as a tax
Piece of America.'' The
shelter and it makes good
.
awareness program attemptinvestment
sense. ''
ed to he lp advise minorit ies
Norris Dodson also advises
in purchasing part of the
students to consider equity
''American Dream.''
sharing - when a couple or
The seminar also held a
group pays a portion of the
spec ifi c program on
down payment of a home and
''Investment Opportuni1ies
share s in the val ue of the
in Real Estate."
property. Also perspective
''Scan the horizon,"
buyers might want to look
Dodson said. '' Determine
into a co-operative or a conwhere the best opportunities
dominium.
Dod son's wife defined
are. "
Students listened attentively as Norris Dodson of Century 21 Do d son Rea Ity
Dodson and his wife, gave advice on Investing as part of a seminary sponsored by Century 21 and some ch~racteristics of a sucHelen, founded Century 21
B
S d ~ tC
cessful investor as a highly
11
1
Dodson Realty, Inc. in 199othe School of us ness tu e.. m ounc ,
analytical and disciplined
as an independently owned
nature.
and operated real estate brokerage
He also gave advice on recogniz- of staying aware of oppor1un ities
''Also, the successful investor is
in the Washing1on Metropolitan ing a good investment.
which foreclosures represen t in a attentive and aware of the dynamarea. The goal of the business is ''to
''You need to know economics and recessionary marke1. These allow ics of the real estate market. An
build clientele and to grow as a more importan1ly, know the people buyers to gain property at less than understanding of the market in
result of providing service of the and the soc ial and political situa- market value.
terms of the people, its politics
highest quality to the public at tions," he sa id. ''You need to find
'' Foreclosure sale lists can be and its history is also necessary,"
large." Both are gradua te s of out what is available by talking to found in 1he Washington Times and she said. "Not only is knowledge
American University and have .people in the community, real esta1e Washi ngton Afro-American in the 'po wer,' it is an essential tool
more than IO years of real estate brokers and lenders."
classified section under le gal required to reduce inve stment
sales experience.
While home-buyi ng, Helen notice, as well as the D.C. Court risks and identify and capitalize
Norris Dodson expla ined timeli- Dodson advised students to consid- Register," she said.
upon investment opportunities
ness is a key to investment. ''When er heavi ly factors which cannot be
Norris Dodson advised the audi- that often go unnoticed," Dodson
a recessionary cycle comes to an changed about properly such as ence to go and study the foreclosure added .
end," he said, ''it is time to buy.
''At this time, it is a buyers' market, which means the properties are
competing for buyers, interest rates
are low and the selection is large."

location, neighborhood and number
of bedrooms. ''Know what you are
looking for," she said. ''Do not be
persuaded otherwise.''
She also s1ressed the importance

;,...IP'lf'i

By Lawanza Spears
Hilltop Staff Writer

When film production majors

Eric McClain, Tim Wilson, Tony
Starnes and Kimathi Innis, got
together it was magic.
These four young men es tablished Black Magic Film Works,
Inc., a student owned, operated
and funded film production company. They specialize in quality,
low-budget science fic1ion feature
films.
In 1987 McClain and In nis
joined forces to establish a foundation for the company. A year
later, they met Wil son and the
stage was set for the company to
become a legal entity. That same

•

year Black Magic Film Works
was incorporated in the state of

Maryland. ''We wanted to make
feature films, Hollywood type
films," McClain said.
In nis and Starnes said they
became inceres1ed in Black Magic
and began working with the company this year.
Currencly Black Magic is
atcempting to package their films
so they can be marketed. Not only
do they market their films , but
they also make their props, act in
their productions when necessary
and supply their own equipment.
Recently, Black Magic exhibited their collection in Sc reening
Room West of the C.B. Powell

building. We would go to the
screening room and see films that
all had meaning. All of them were
deep, all of them were kind of
slow," McClain said.
·'That's not to say the things we
shoot don 't have depth," Wilson
said. ''Our films are more on the
mainstream side. We don't shoot
stories about men and women
relationships. We don't shoot stories about conflicts between black
people and white people. Black
Magic is interested in pure entertain1nen1 ," he continued.
A list of their productions
include: ''The Kriagg, " '·The
Chase'' se ries, and '' Lex: Vector
and Chase McCoy." The films
were influenced by such films as
''Tern1inator," '' Blade Runner''
and ''Indiana Jones.''
Black Magic has been receiving
increased support from th~ir colleagues and some facul1y members in the School of
Communications. They have also
been networking with other students from Chicago, California
and here in th.e District. ''We've
run into a lot of people who do
what we like to do," Wilson said.
Black Magic Film Works, Inc.
has signed a contract with Ted
Simms, audio-v isual coordinator
in 1he School of Communications,
to produ~ce filn1s on a regular
basis.
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YOU THINK THAT YOU HAVE ONE OF THE MORE INTELLIGENT MINDS AT

•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY?
A group of talented young black H.U. money makers.is looking to expand its base of
financial entrepreneurs .

If you are about something strong and impressive send your cover letter and
resume' along with something that might impress (i.e. essay, acheivements,
reccomendation to :
BNevelent Enterprises
P.O. Box 149
Washington, D.C. 20059

,

You Don't Have

AFRICAN STUDENTS

To Be A Victim

ASSOCIATION
where floridians are at home in the nation's capital

Armour J. Blackburn University Center, Room 121
· Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20001 .

Drop Attackers Safelyl
New, hi-power defense weapon
No Alter Effects

ATIENTION ALL FLORIDIANS!!!!!!

1992 SPRING BREAK PARTY
MEET YOUR FLORIDA CONGRESSIONAL
DELEGATION AND FELLOW FLORIDIAN
STUDENTS AT THE FLORIDA HOUSE.
MARCH 25, 1992 .
5:00
P.M. T05:45 P.M.
•
FLORIDA HOUSE
NUMBER ONE SECOND STREET, N . E .
202/546-1555
MAKE IT A CAPITAL EXPERIENCE AND CONTINUE
THE EVENING AT THE FIRST FLORIDA PRIDE
SYMPOSIUM.

The African Students Association(ASA)
cordially invites you to its
1992 SPRING BREAL PARTY.
This event will be held in the Punch·Out,
Blackburn Center, Friday March 20th from 8
p.m. to midnight. It will be featuring:

GATE FEE $6.00

DR. JOHN LOMBARDI

FINANCIAL MEMBERS $3.00

6:00 P.M.
216 HART SENATE OFFICE BUILDING

·Free lifetime refills
*Palm sized with leatherette case and key ring

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!!!

..

New, hi-power
LIQUID BULLET
used by
police and military
Legal in Wash , D.C.
and all states

*AN ETHNIC FASHION SHOW
*AFRICAN FOOD(Joloff rice, fried
prantain, Moi-Moi, etc.)
*AFRICAN MUSIC AND DANCE
*AND LOTS MORE ...

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

PRESIDENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

*Up to 80 times more effective than MACE*
*Powerful stream, not a weak spray
*Protects with unique 20 It. "Circle-of-Safety"
*Contains identification dye
*Disables animals, too
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Credit card orders call 1-800-394-7033
or mail check or M.0 . for 1 Liquid Bullet
at $17.95, 2 at $33.95, plus $2.05 S&H,
Va. residents add 4.5°/o tax, to:

-

GULF COAST ENTERPRISES
4904 Mlllrldge Pkwy. East, Suite C-4
Midlothian, Va 23112

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SINCERELY
TOYIN R. SARUMI
ACTIVITIES COMMITIEE CHAIRMAN

*MACE 11 1 rglltel'td Tl'9dlmlrtl: of
DEF-TEC-CORP
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On the campus ofH.U., we found some will,
some won't; others do, but many don't
By Shamarra Turner

Hilltop Staff Writer

'

racie looked through the peep- hole to see
who could be knockiiig 011 her ;1par1n1ent
door at 3 o'clock in tl1e n1on1i11g. A 1n:1n.
neatly dre ssecl in a tre11ch coat and hat.
\vaited patiently outside.
Thinking he might be in 11eed of l1elp. Tracie reluctantly cracked open !1er door to see wh;1t he \v:111ted.
With great force . the door burst open fur iously as the
man took hold of her sl1ot1lder.'\ and \l.•restled her to the
floor.
The flash of the tip of a blade caught her eye as her
sh ir1 and underclothes \\'ere sriatcl1ed ;1w;1y during. the
st ruggle .
According 10 Tracie. piercing scrc11ms and hel p from
God are what saved her from <l \•iolent rape that riiglit.
This episode may also have been the decidi11g factor
that ntade Tracie choose to be celibate. Althougli tl1e
story af every vi rgi11 a11d celibate individual is not this
dramatic. many endure to tl1is day tlie l)'pe of pressure
so ma11y of u ~ succtinibed 10 <t \\ hile ago.
1

'

25 xears old and
still a ... what?!
ore than four-out-of-five An1erican me11 and
won1en between 1!1e ages of 13-45 l1ave lt<td
sexual intercourse. a·ccording to Dr. Mary
Klitsch's ar1icle. ··subgroups of U.S. Meri 11rid \Vo1neri
Differ Widel y i11 Exposure to Sexu;1l l11tercourse·· ptib-

M

Klitsch' s article. teenagers and non-whites are at
greater risk of contrac1ing STDs, yet adolescents are
both less sexually experienced and less consistently
sexually active than adults.
Many educators note, ''even if students have been
sex ually active they can be a 'born again virgin ' and
have 'second virginity.' Just because you said 'yes'
011ce doesn't rnean you have to say it again," said
Stephen Sroka in his article ··common Sense About
Co11do1n Ed ucation," published in the November
1991 issue of Education Digest.
Yvonne said, although not a virgin, she chose 10
~1 bst<1in fro111 sex two years ago when she entered
H0\\ ard University for pe rsonal and religious reasons.
''I considered my entrance to Howard University a
ne\v beginning," said the sophomore majoring in
broadcrist journalism. ''I broke up with my out-ofst ate boyfriend before I lef1 home to come he re.
After a few \veeks, I decided that hav ing a sexual
par1ner \vhile I was away at school was not so imporl<tn!.
··1 C<tn 't say that 1ny fai th in God did not play a
role because it did," she continued. ''In fact, when I
gave up having sex, it enabled me to have an even
closer relationship with God.''
Trevor, a 21-yea r-old senior poli tica l science
major, said his decision to be celibate was also re ligiously based.
··The bible teaches agai nst sex out of wedlock,"
lie explai11ed. ''And since I call myself a Christian, I
\va1it to do \vhat the bible says.''
Tlie ide:1 of premarita l sex being taboo was
instilled in him early on by his parents and his
Sunday school teach i11gs. But beca use he 's
already been sexually aclive, Trevor finds it hard
10 remain celibate in spite of his rel igious teachings and beliefs.
''The temptation is always there," he said.
1

"But if you're really trying to do i,t, [the urge] is

li shed in the March/April edi tion of Fa111il)· Plt11111i11g

Pe1·spe£·til'es.
Klitsch·s research suggested the largest cl1a1ige in
sexual ac tivity among Ameri can 1nen and 'vomen
occurs between the teeriage }'e11rs a!l{l t!1e l<1tc 20s. It is
between the ages of 13-17 arid 25-29 that J('Cun1ul<1tion
of sexual experience rises substantially.
Brenda, 25. agrees. She said as people gro\v older.
the pressure [10 have se.x] increases.
''When a guy finds out how old I an1, <111d tl1t1! 1·111
still a virgin , 1hey can't believe it," she explained. ''I
either get one of two reac1ions- they ei1her respect me a
great deal or think that son1ething is \vrong \vith 111e:·
Brenda attributes her decision to remain celibate to
the fac t that many men consider sex trivial.
''When I have sex with a man. I want us to be togetl1er for a long time ,'' she continued. ··1·ha1 's how special
l consider sex to be."

Religi,on, AIDS and
casual sex: they just

don't mix

or others, AIDS and the spread of other sex ually

F

transmitted diseases (STD's) has contributed 10

not that hard to overcome. If you have focus
and willpower, the pressure is not so strong all
the time."
Trevor said he tries
10 keep out of siti:tations
where obtaining sex is
easy. For example, if
he goe s out with a
female. he tries to go to
places where there wi ll
be a lot of people. And
whe11 the da te is ove r,
Trevor makes sure she goes

Hilltop Staff Writer

he perpetual quest for self. Tliat
mag ical human drama that drives
every individual to see k identity,
individuality and lest \Ve forget. the
method of cool. Particu larly the achieve1ner1t
of bonafide, gradt?-A, master of the groove.
''you can't touch this'' hipdom. Yet what is
hip and who defines that ambiguous state of
being that seemi ngly everybody strives to
reach more zealously tha n inte)lecttral
enlightenment or spiritual nirvana?
Thomas James II co11fronts tl1ese questions in his exploratory solo play Tl1e

Wiza 1·d of Hip (01· \Vl1e11 i11 D o11h1 Slan1
D11nk). By using ''hipness'' as a n1etaphor,
James approaches the complexity of sel f
discovery not with the grandeur of i11tellectual mumbo-ju1nbo, but with the poi11ted
language and casua l wit of hi s stream of
conscious.
The audience meets Afro Jo en route to
hipdom and joins him on his journey to define
himself. Afro Jo relates his humorous and not
so humorous moments as he comes of age on
stage. From his Catholic education to his fi rst
sexual experience, he reveals the rites of passage closely tied to the maturing process. He
speaks about adolescen t discoveries and
embarrassments and describes the dyni1mics

Photos

''Everything has to be
plan11ed,'. Trevor continued.
''Eve11 if you're not thinking
about it, she may be. If
you're weak at the moment,
an)1thing can happen."
Anthony, a 21-year-old junior majoring in international business, said because of a bad relationsh ip
and his opposition to casual sex, it has been approximately one year since he's had a ''roll in the hay'';
however, he contends, that doesn't mean he doesn't
occasionally get 1he urge. But when i1 (the urge)
comes, he says, ya simply gotta deal with it.
'' It was [difficult] at first. but not now," he explained.
''You kinda get used to it. Of course, you have your
periods when you're 'fiending' [for sex], but you learn
how to control it.··

A fear of the
unknown

of 1nale/fe111 ale
relatio11 sl1ip s as
well :1s fan1ilial
interactions. The
intin1at e natl1re
of hi s topics permits the audience

to iden!iry with

For Tawana, fear is the main element that has held

•

Raymond 1s
no t
su re
whe th er he is
ce lib ate by
choice or not.
He said if he

met the ri ght
gi rl and th e
opportun ity to
lose his virginit y cam e hi s
way. he doesn't know it he could resist the temptation to see what sex was <111about.

"Sometimes I fee l 1ha1 the only thing that is keeping me celibate is the fact that I haven't met the right
person,'' he s11id. '' However, I know that being celiba1e at thi s point in time is keeping me away from a
101 of negative elements - getti ng a girl pregnant
withou t being fina ncially stable, getting STDs and

AIDS, and other th ings."

only a wife.
''People have reduced sex to an insignificant, val-

ueless part of everyday life," he said. "It is more than

•

.

mong most people interviewed, females virgins are believed to out-number male virgins, and most of us , the ''un-virgin, uncelibate'' majority, wonder many tin1es why people
would choose to abstain from sex.
''Once you start having sex. I don ·, see how you
co uld stop,'' said Gregory. a junior majoring in
fmance. ''Every time you tt1ee1 a girl. you inev itably
wonder what sex with her would be like. Th<tt'sj ust
how it is."
Acco rd ing to Srok;1's article , abstinence is .
stressed by many educators as the best way (medically and morally ) to be procel::ted frorn di sease and
pregnancy.
Nina. a fresh111an, agrees. 8 111 \Vit h certai11 reservations.
''As much as I realize the ;1<l\ a11tages of abstinence, there is no wa)' I could tell n1y boyfriend that
I all of the sudden don 't \Vant to ha,·e sex with him
anymore," she said. ''He'd 1hi1ik that I \l.'as n1essing
around on him or sometl1ing . Quite fra11kly. I like
having sex with him. I realize that !here can be co11sequences, bul all I can do iS t<tke precautions:·
However, many sexually active individuals adm ire
those with enough self-control to say ·110· to pressures
in which most of our peers said 'yes·.
''l wish I could stop having sex. I know that it
would prevent me from catching any STDs. I really
respect those that can remain abstinent . They nol
only have a great deal of self-control. bur they have
Illlde an extremely sn1art deci sion." sa id Fatima,
w~o has been sexually-:1cti\ e for four years.

A

1

J oyce Davis contrib uted to this article.

this practice has
a lendency to
fall into the 1rap
of late ni ght
talk·show host
hu mor rather
than a more traditional theatrical co medy.
. 1'
His jokes occasionally mirror the one-liners of TV late
night. This Arsenio ambiance sometimes
n1akes James' perfonnance sing a predictable tune, which to a degree contradicts 1he spontaneous approach.
Tl1e Wizard of Hip is no! linear. It
does not take the audience from point A
to point B in a straight forward conventional fashion. This can be a dangerous
dramatic structure if the actor(s) do not
exec ute the changes in characterization
and n1ood precisely.
Unfortun ately,
Jan1es' play suffers fr.om mom entary
dramatic rifts when he makes his 1ransitions from jivin' Afro Jo to serious Jo.
Hi s transitions move forcefully and seem
contrived. Sober Afro Jo seems hard 10
access and the result is a brief lapse in
continuity and apparent dramatic overplay. The i-nterrupted pace lasts until
James can full y accommodate for the
change in cha;acterization. Moreover,

iJ..
I

No sex? No way!

*The names of the participants in tliis
article have been changed in 01·der to
important and sacred bond that should be shared with preserve their identities.

One man show explores self-discovery en route to hinness

.
' -

that. It is a sacred experie11ce. It shou ld be saved for
the one you say your marriage VO\V.s 10.··

1

In contrast, there are n1en out there who are quite
happy and proud of their decision to abstain from
sex. For instance, Dale believes thal sex seals an

.p ''

Afro Jo s plight. r
Thomas
is
quick to the verba1 draw and is definite1}1 not bashful in his delivery. His dialog is swi"ft and he demonstrates fantastic control of his \VOrds, weaving the
audience in and out of his thoughts. His
ceaseless \Vords generate an energy and
pace that in\'ite the audience into the
perfonnance. A11111zingly he is able to
captivate and lead the audience into follo\ving l1i s flow of words. He does not
si1nply leave it to make sense of spewed
rambling.
This abi lity stems from the fact that
he involves tl1e audience directly. His
unique styl istic combination of comedy, movement and memoir creates an
involving presentation that converses
with tl1e audience rather than simply
spe3king to it. His method is playful
and alfows the audience to participate;
l1owever, at times thi s methodology .
has its dra\vbacks. Though innovative, • -• ,,•

Harris

b y: l \ l l i c h a . e l

l1er back from taking ''the sexual plunge."
''!'in so embarrassed about (my fear) ," she said.
·'Not 011ly a111 I afraid tha1 it is going to hurt me physically. but n1ai11ly that the man I choose to make love
to for the first time may not stick around."
For the men interviewed, the decision to stay a
virgin or remain celibate was not as easy.
'' I lie a Jot about it ," said Raymond, a junior
majoring in che mi stry. '·J lie mos tly to escape
ridi cul e fro m
those th at-1.'m
not close to.
However, my
best friends
know."

10 HER place and he goes to
HIS.

a decis ion to stay ce lib11te. According to

By Ellen Nutter

-

'

his concludi11g monologue relied on prosaic
comparisons to belt the anthe111 of· individual ized ''hipness·· {i.e. Rt1ssian culture/United
States culture classical 111usic/reggae, etc .).
The ''\l. e are the \vorld .. n1essage is not revolutionary and his ·',v<tnn t-uzzy'· analog ies
are cliche'.
Regardless of the predictabi li ty of his
message, T/1e ~Vi:c11·d oj' /fip is t'u11. It runs
rapidly and provides relaxing entertainment.
Hi s interplay with the audience certainly
should not be overlooked. At one particular
point while re111i11isci 11g abo ut mothers,
James' so licite<I tl1e at1dience to con1plete
his line '·As long as )'OU live unde r my
roof.. .'' Tl1e <1uclie11ce in~1anta11cot1 sly (withou1 n1 issing a beat) chi111ed in tl1e rest of the
line , ;' ... )'OU will do as I say." Nobody could
dispute the accur11cy ;tnd ir1sigl1t of his words.
Instances such as tliese 111ade the play enjoyable. He cotild at tir11es co11nec t wi th the
audience in such ari inl'orn1al way tl1at it
enhanced the experience considerably. I
would not recomn1end th is play for a quiet
night at the •'theater··, but for a brassy ·evening
1

of amuse n1ent. The \Vi:ard of Hip is full of
vigor, so be prepared to 111atch the energy.
l
(Performances ~Yed.-S un . 1 8 p.m. at the
Studio Th eatre, .1333 Pst N W. Tickets
$15.50- $23.50. f'or 111ore inforniatWn, call
202-332-3300)

I.
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By John L. Jackson Jr.

know. It was as though someone had
charged me up with an intellectual battery.
Soon after that, a couple other studenl
taking part in the program, Lawrence

Hilltop Staff Writer

fe\v '''eeks ago, I \vrote :.1n

article in TliE

HILLTOP

abo11t <I sL11n1ner I spent at
Tl1e A111erican U11iversity.
. a SL1111111er that I believe
has cl1a11ged 111e forever.
The days were hot-and the nigl1ts even
hotter. Heated discussions raged on myriad topics: religiosity: Afric<111 History: the
reaso11s for r<1cis111. and nt<tll)' otl1ers. To
justit·y argu1ue11t s 011 a11y of the 1opics. University's library.
son1e of tl1e s:1111e 11:1111es ,.,ere b;111diecl . so that he co uld
about agai11 a11d agai11. 11a111es I l111d 11ever show 1ne the piclure
even heard 01·: Dr. Ben. Georr!.e 1<tn1 es. of those "big ole"
black 1nen 's faces
Cheik Anta Diop. and 011 a11d 011.'
As the 11rgu111ent s \Vent 011. lite i11t.or111<.1- carved i11 stone.
And tl1:1t \Vas the
tio11 beca1t1e 111ore :111d 111ore obsi.:L1re to
1ne. I wa11ted to enter irtl o tl1e cliscus·sio11s, begi1111ing. Whe11 he
but I !tad 110 \vorki11g k110,vled!.!c ot· tl1e checked the book
'
'
sc l1olars bei11g cited: tl1eret.orc. I \V<-1.'i ou t, Kar:1nja sl1owed
forced to sit b<ttk ;1rtcl be 'Jtliet. r1o<ldi11g it to me, brougl1t it 10
my head about 1hi11gs I dicl11·1 evc11 t11tder- the next eve ning 's
sta11d in an effort to preten'i 111<1! I \V<1s11't discussion. i11td then
let 111e hold it for the
as ignora11t <IS I reall y \Vas.
It was a 11eed to add ··111y (\VO ce1tts'· night. That was all I
into the discuss ior1s tl1at first pro1npled n1e needed. Once I
to read sometl1ing by 011e of the aL1thors I beg<tn reading the
had otte11 l1eard 111er1tio11ed by 011e 01· 1J1e i11troduction. I 1nade
debaters. <1 Ho \v;1rd st11de111. Kara11j<1 a pledge to myse lf
tl1at I \vould not
P:1tterso11.
I hadn "t k110\Vt1 Kar::111ja before tl1e su111- bring the book back
mer progra111 at A111erict111. but I quickly to the library until I
grew to enjoy his personalil)' and appreci- finished it. The
ate his insightfulness. It 1vas Karanja. and book \vas read in
a11other college brotl1er t'ro111 \'irginia. Eric seven days.
Tl1e.}'
Can1e
Gay11or. \Vl1 0 first ope11ed 111y eyes to a
w,orld of inforr11atlo11 tl1at l J111d 11 eve r Bef<J 1·e Cof11111!J11s
was that book. It
k11own before.
•
Ivan
Van
Tl1e topic was tl1e J1i<;;tOr)' of Ar11eric;1. was
Kt1r1111j;1 \v11111 ecl tu 11rgltC tl1;1I Cl1ristopl1er Serti111a·s 11tte1t1pt at
Colu1nbus did rt "t disco\1 er A11terici1: l1e outli11ir1g so 111e of
sa id tl1a1 sor11e sc l1t)l 11r 11111necl Jv11r1 Y:1r1 tl1e fac ts tl1:1t seem to
Serti111<1 .ht1cl wrote <-l book deli11e<1li11g poi1tt to Afric<1n
proof tht1t Africa1ts l1:1d S<liled !1ere before influence i11 the
A111 eric11 s before
1492.
I re111e111ber K:1r:111jr1 t11lki11g :1bo11t tl1e Christopher
Ol111ec heads. tl1e ''big ale·· Ol11tec l1e:1ds. Colu1nbus started l1is
as he put it. He said tlte)' \Vere huge stortes O\v11 tl1\varted trip to
tl1at depi ctc<I 111er1 \\' itl1 ··r\fric·•111" fet1- lr1dia.
Tl1e \V:1y tl1e cl1aptures. l 'J1e ~lo1tes. lie S<1ic l. \\-ere fu1111tl ir1
Meso-A111erica :111d ct1rbo11 tlated tu l1un- ters are set up. Van
dreds of years bet-ore Colu111bu'>. He \v:t11l- Serti 1n:1 begins each
ed to fi 11cl 1l1e book at ·r11e ..\111eric;111 011e '''ith <l dra1natic

•

•

Brown, who was then the editor of the stu-

dent newspaper at Bowie State Un ivers itY
in Maryland, and Karlotta Richardson, a
wonderfully inte ll igent sis ter f'rom

Jamaica, gave me a few more books for

my .birthday. Cheik Anta Diop 's The

Author's research 'destroys myth of ''Columbus' great discovery''

•

presentation of some of
the characters he deal s
with in the hi storical treatise. First he sets the
scene dramatically, and
then he follows that up
with a ton of factual

examples and proofs.
There are diagram s,
maps , charts and photos
used to il lu strate and
e1nphas ize mar,i.y of hi s
assertions.
Van Sertima makes the
subj ec t utte rl y understandable. He uses clear
and concise language ,
while explaining hi s

points in full. Since They
Can1e Befo1·e Col11n1bus
was the first such non-fic-

tion book (by a black
scholar) that I had ever
(ead, I was particularly
sensitive to it possibly
being overly difficult or
confusing.
Wh en I

African Origins of Civilization, one of
those books, was the next text on my reading hit-list.

With that under my belt, I began to go
out and buy more and more books along

the same lines: Eg)'Pf Re11isited. TJ1e

B1·0» de1: Fifes, a11d Stole11 Lega c.·) - to
name some that stand out in my mind.
The more I read , the more I wanted ,to
read. I now have a new crop of books that
I want to read , books that I have been
struggling with. I've read a fairly good

deal of books on African history (by black
scholars) since first opening the pages of

They Came Before Col11ff1bus, but I will
always remember that my interest in the
su bject started with Karanja, Eric, Yan

Sertima and those "big ole" Olmec heads.

ook:

They Came
Before
Columbus
uthor:

picked that library copy
up for the first time to
read it, my fear was that I
wou ld be unable to fo llow a lot of· the informa~
tion because I had no
background in the subject
arei1. Yan Sertima's logical and compelling writ-

ing style made me dispel
tho se fea rs mid-way

Ivan Van
Sertima
ublished by:

Random House
rice:

After I read that
I had been given a glance
at some information that
most people neve r even

•

•

through the first chapter.
book I felt powerful, like

1

1

$20.00
•

•

.

..

_

ome
ounee

•

.1 llo11•ing you 10 exchange information easily 1vith
:thnos1any01her kind of compu1er. Add SoftPC and
you can run ~IS-DOS programs, too.
Wi1h built-in AppleTalk- Remote Access software
and a moden1, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files fron1 your project partner's Macintosh 1vithout
leaving the library. Or log on to the library con1puter
1vi1huu1 leJving your room.
There are 1hree models from which to choose:
the 1'01YerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

The ne1v Apple· 1\lacintosh• PowerBook~ co1nputcrs
g11·e you 1he freed om 10 \\'Ork anywhere you 1vant, any
t1 n1e )·ou \Van1 .

They 're small enough 10 flt in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest cllss assignmen1s. And they're
alf1.-dable. t<XJ.
Ther run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to 1hree hours on a single battery charge
They ca n be expanded 10 up to 8MB of nteniory and
1 l!1ne standard with µlenty of hard disk storage.
The ~pple Su µcrDrive~ disk drive reads fron1 and
"n1es "' \1acintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

11 ·,

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-j>erformance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation-System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-0ne design makes them comfortable to useno maner where you do your best wort..
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
1ake you.

•

till' lll'\l 1111111•
,..,

For more information visit Hazel Daniel on Tuesdays and
Thursdays 10am-1.2:30pm at the University Bookstore
or contact Myrtle Crabbe at 806-6658 or
Fran Poling at ComputerLand 301/599-9555
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·HU will battle
Kansas tonight

on al

Johanna Wilson
· There's much

to be said
about Magic .
•

Bison a:n.d Jayhawks
meet in Dayton, Ohio

In the beginning, Nov. 7, 1991
to be exact, Magic led me to
bel ieve he was never coming
back .. His retirement from professional basketball would be penna-

By Preston Jenkins

Hilltop Staff Writer

nent.
Ervi11 '' Magic'' Johnson said, ''I
guess now I get to enjoy some of
the other sides of Jiving that (were

missed) because of the season and
the long

p~ac ti.ces

and so on. I just

·want to say that I' m going to miss
playing."
But that was then. Now, Magic
wants to change his plan of retirement. Since. I'm inclined to
believe Magic is trying to sneak
back in th e league. through the
backdoor. I have to ask myself:

'

'•

..L.....The HU Badminton Club captured the Northeast Collegiate
Regional Badminton Championship In Pennsylvania on
March 1 at Swathmore College. The HU Badminton Club
beat the likes of Temple and Princeton University.

''Should he come back?''

Well, my first re sponse would
be ··yes!'' I don 't know about you,
but watching the Lo s Angeles
Lakers play just isn't the same for
n1e anymore. A.C. Green and the
rest of the Lakers crew just don 't
light my fire like Magic. I hated
the Lake rs, but I lo ved Magic .
How could I resist the sensational
moves and sexy savvy of a man
who dribbled a ball with astounding ease? Not taking into account,
the hot ru sh I go t whe11 Magic
flashed tl1at risque smile that highlighted his gorgeous pearly whites.
Yes. he shou ld come back because
just <lS he had n1e mesmerized by
his aura 011 tl1e court, he did 1he
same t·or many others. Frankl y,
Magic's absence from the league
l1as created a void that Jordan's flyi11g and Barkley's slam111ing just
c:.1n'1fill.
Regretfully. nty ~ef,ond response
\\'Ould be ··no!·· I ~lieve his per1nane11t retiren1ent would add years
01110 l1i s life. Even 1hough I am not
a doctor. niy com mon se11se suggests tha1 when people are ill, it is
better for their body to be at rest
than ir1"-motion. It-just seems more
practical to me that the "Magic
n1an" hang up his wand because no
one knows what repercussions
cou ld occur if he decided to play
agai n. Hi s return to basketball
nti gh t improve hi s health, yet it
may not. So, why should he ri sk
the chance. Like my daddy always
says. ;,better safe. than sorry.··
Now, I can't ignore the effect
this would have on the other players in the league. During thi s
year's NBA All-Star Game, the
players exhibited no apparent
uneasiness playing with Magic.
They hugged, bugged and hassled
· him as usual duriHg the game. But,
I have to wonder, would ttiose guys
act the same if Magic played with
them for an entire season? I don 't
think they would. I hold the belief
that even though the players would
smi le and laugh in his face, they
would have a deep-seeded fear of
playing with Magic. And could I
blame them? No, I couldn't. Even
though , according to medical
experts, the chances of them contracting the HIV virus from Magic
is slim to none, who is to say that it
will never happen?
If up until thi s paragraph, you
have thought I'm writing about
something that will nol occur and
therefore wasting my time - think
again.
On Feb. 16, at an emotional ceremony at the Forum held to officially retire Magic 's number he
said, '' I' m looking forward to playing in the ( 1992 Barcelo na)
Olympics.'' Then la1er. towards the
end of the ce remony, he said, '' I
hope, if I do decide to come back,
you won't be upset if we do thi s all
. "
over again.
In the March 12th edition of
USA ·roday, it was reported the Los
Angeles Lakers had no comment
about report s that Magic had
received the approval of his doctors to play .about ''two-thirds'' of
next year's NBA season. And
guess what Magic 's response was?
"I'll just keep smiling and see
what happens. We're sitting down
now and discussing it. The doctors
have approved it - if I want to come
back. We ' re going to work on
something,'' Magic said.
So, I won't be surprised to ,see
number 32 taken down from the
Forum's rafters because of one
man's yearning to return to something he obviously misses. Yet, the
surprise will be how the world of
basketball reacts when he weaves
his "magic" once again.

•

'

Should Magic
Johnson return
to the game?
Stu.den.ts discuss the
pros and cons of the
IIJ.agician. COIIJ.in.g back

•

"

.
•

Pho1o by Teresa Burnell

Art Crowder, #34, and the
rest of the Bison hope to fly
higher than the Jayhawks in
their quest for victory in the
opening round of the NCAA
tournament.

be sca red natur<tlly because tl1ey
don't know.'' she said. ··But those
Hilltop Staff Writer
who have taken the tin1e to tir1(\ ou1
In ~ovember of last year, I was in what it is and if l1ow the virus 111t1y
the restroon1 at the School of Socifil- harm them will not have a proble111
Work when a siste r I never sa w with him coining back."
before told me the dreadful news.
In addition, Malone said th;1t she
And quite frankly. I thought she was would maintain those satne opi11ions
lying. ··Girlfriend, you know that if she was on tl1e court <1g11i11s1
tonight at 6 p.tn. Magic Johnson will Magic. ''I know l1e poses no dar1ger
announce he has the AIDS virus and to me. Actually. I would be ho11ored
that he will retire," she said. I replied because he is now faced wirh situa"no," blew my nose and I left 10 catch tions 'that I #t!uld probably 1:1ke for
granted. I don't have his proble111."
the Sutton Plaza shuttle bus.
But as )'Ou. and I both know, the
Bill Hill , a business m<1n;1ge1nent
unidentified sister told me the truth. major. said that ··11 ·s real coo l (t he
And years from now, if someone asks · possibility of Magic returning). but I
me , ''Where were you when you think that he should remai11ed retired
heard the new s about Magic?'' the and continue doing hi s se1n i11ars
above scena rio would be my about his ill 11ess. They INBAI
response. But can you imagine what shouldn 't just let him con1e back
your response would be if someone because he has HIV. Nobody re;1ll)'
asked, •·\Vhere were you when Magic comes back after they retire:·
decided to come back to the NBA?''
Beau Foster, a stude11t n1:1jorir1g ir1
On Feb.16, when the Los Angeles film, said that there are too 111ar1y

When the NCAA a11nou11ced the
64 basketball programs invited to
play ir1 tl1e 1992 Men 's Basketball
Tour11an1e11l. the Bison, after wai ting
for eight days. fou11d out Sunday that
their nex 1 foe is the Kan sas
Jayhawks. The Bison ( 17-14), have
already secured their first winnin g
season since 1987-88, will play the
#I seeded Jayhawks (26-4) tonight i11
Dayto11. Ohio at 8:05 p.m.
The Bison will look to become the
first
Mid -Ea stern
Athletic
Conference team to wi 11 a NCAA
tournamen t game. But the ever-effi.
cient Jayha\vks will cause the Bison
so1ne problems thanks to players like
Alonzo Jami son, Rex Walters and
Ado11is Jordan who have carried the
Jayha\vks all year.
In a press release Jesse Batten,
ass'istant sports information director
at Ho\vard Univers ity a11d Bison he;:1d
co;1ch But cl1 Beartl realize that tl1e
Bisor1 h11ve reached a new plateau.
·· \Ve k11ow we 111t1st tur11 it up 11
notcl1 i11 or{ler to be able to co111pete
with tl1e top tea1ns i11 the country.

•

-

What we don't know js how much
more we can get out ot this group Of
overacl1 ievers. I just want the kids 10
go out and give their best effort an~
we wil l sec; what happens," Coach
Beard said.
The Jayhawks only have four losses this season: Loui sv ill e, 85-78;
Oklahoma State, 64-56; Nebraska,
81-79 in overtime: and Iowa State,
70-66. The Bison lost to Louisville
earlier this season by 29 points, 102-

73.
The Jayhawks are led by Walters'

16.3 points per game, Jordan's 13.1
points per game and fres hman Ben
Davis from Florida's Oak Hill
Acad.e1ny is second in total rebounds
1his season with 136.

The

Ja~hawks

have shot 51.4 per-

cent from the field this season while
forcing opponents to shoot 41.3 percent from the field.
Going into this first-rou nd game
the Bison will be considered heavy
underdogs as the Jayhawks have been
r<i11ked in the top four in the country
all season long, even getti ng to the #2

spot as of Thursday, March 12, 1992.
The Jayh1twks started the season 11-0
before losing to Louisville.

By Johanna D. Wilson

•

I•
•

•
•
•
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Lakers retired the celebrated number
32 at a specia l ceremony at The
Foru1n, an emotional Magic sa id
many things, but pennanent retirement was not one of them. As a matter of fact, Magic told the audience,
''I hope, if I do decide to come ~ack,
you won 't be upset if we do 1his all
over again." Yet, the burning ques1ions is, should Magic come back?
Howard University students had
varying opini"ons. Some students said
that if Magic wants to come back he
should be able 10 do so, while oth'er
students said that he should put down
his wand for good.
Rochelle Beard, a senior majoirng
in bus iness sa id , '' I think that he
should maintain his retired status
simply for his benefit. He can retire
gracefully and no1 risk the possibility
of it (the HI V virus) having a worsening effect on·his body. Then, they
are go ing to be other players who
have concerns and just to prevent
their insecurities, I think he should
remain in hi s retired status."
''There is no proven medical evidence that says he can't do it. If the
team members are wi ll ing and
ac ce pting , why shouldn't come
back," said Kellie Malone, an art history major.
Yet, Malone did not ignore the·
reality that some players would not
want Magic to come back.
''I think those who are not aware
and ignorant to the different facts and

myths of the HIV virus will probably

complexities involved if Ma gic
dec ided to return.
'' I don ' t think he will retur11
because it 's too much of a risk for tl1e
NBA. What about if he dies or sorne
other person contracts AIDS in the
NBA? They 'll look at Magic <ind tl1e
contact that player had with hi1n .. it's
too much of a risk .. , Foster said.
Talbot Hazard, a student majoring
in finance, said that despite Magic 's
refusal to say whether or not he will
return to the NBA, he is certai11 tl1at
Magic will nol come back 10 tl1e
game he adores so much.
'' He knows, as well as everybody
else, that he is not going to relur11,"
Hazard said. Hazard said that if l1e
were a basketball player he would
feel sl ightly uncomfortable. ''Yet. if I
had to do it, I would do it. My ga111e
would not be hampered,'' he added.
Geo rgette Hol loway, a student
majori ng in business, said that if
Magic decides to return to 1he NBA,
he must consider many others
besides himself.
''You not only have to thi11k about
him, but you must thi nk about the
other players-some of the1n are not
going to fee l comfo rtable in those
close cond itions with him. "
Holloway said. ''This should be the
frrst consideration, but as far as him
coming back, it's good that he can be
given a chance.''

Onl y time will tell if Magic
returns. But one thing is for sure, the
question of ''Who was Magic?'' will
go never go unanswered.

THE "JUST FOR YOU" CATALOG
THE CATALOG CREATED TO CATER TO
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WALTER QUINN LTD.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
To Right A Wrong Productions
presents the Black Love/ Love
Black series featuring Ras
Baraka April 4, 1992 at the
Kilimanjaro for more info call
(202) 678-4178
2nd Annual Telecommunications
Ownership Workshop will be
April 18th MUST pre·register
April 6·8, 9·3p.m. in front of
R/TV/Film Office C·226.School
of Communications. All majors
wanted and accepted. ONLY
$1.00 Includes Lunch!!!
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2 NEEDED IMMEDIATELY.
Make hundreds of dollars
marketing products in D.C. area.
Set own hours! 3rd or 4th year
students preferred. Send for
catalog $2,50 including postage
and handling. Jervan Specialty
Merchandise Co. 5 Malus Court
Baltin1ore, MD 21207
Actresses
needed. TWO.DAY
•
Shoot. PAID! 1Contact: John L.
Jackson Jr. (202) 797· 1834
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE
basement is carpeted and fu lly
THE ENVIRONMENT EARN
furnished and has ow11 kitchen
$2500-3500 National campaign
ATTENTION GRADUATING plus separate entry way.
positions to promote
SENIORS Seek'ing an
Accommodates up to 2 students.
comprehensive recycling and
Opportunity to Learn the
One student $450.00, two
cl1rb the greenhouse effect.
students $275.00 each. Rent
Available in 29 states and D.C.
Stturities Business? We afe
expanding and looking for entry includes utilities. Leave 1nessage
Can1pus interviews 4/1. Call
level ACCOUNT
(202) 291·1480
Ja1nie toll free: 1·800·75·
EAR'fH.
EXECUTIVES/STOCK
Room(s) - Graduate s1ude111s
BROKERS to work in our
(females) I @ $250.00. I @
EARN $500 • $1000 over the
A_lexandria, VA office. Interested $265.00, plus 1/2 utilities.
Spring Break Stufting Envelopes
students please call or send
Located on upper 16th St., NW.
at Ho1ne For More Infonnation
resume to F.N. WOLF & CO.,
Complete use of entire house,
send a S.A.S.A to Efficient
including dark room, recreation ' Commissioning Home
INC. ATTN: B. SHIMA
ADYOROUGH 4501 Ford Ave. room, LR, DR, and kitchen. Bus
Opponunities P.O. Box 214
Washington, D.C. 20059
Alexandria, VA 22302·1435 I·
stop at front door, Metro 8
' 800·368·5038/(703) 845·4200
blocks. Call Joy (202) 529·599 t
PERSONALS
All majors considered
(day) (202) 723·2379 (evenings)
Tracy,
Lge Room For Rent $300.·
Missing your Love to my Soul!
H.U.H.M.A. Is Proud To
· Come back into my Sunlight and
Announce The First Annual
utilities included Cle<1n Ava il .
Memorial Scholarship Dinner
NOW (301) 990·9577
bloo1n my Red Rose!
·· Christopher
Honoring The Late L.T.C.
Summer Room 3 blocks from
Maurice Williams Sat. 4/11/92 in H.U. $260 +one· fifth util. (202) Happy B·day Chris Washington.
How OLD are you anyway? -Captial Ballroom of the J.W.
234·3365
Nicely Furnished Rooms for Rent Love WHBC & Cl, Inc.
Marriott Hotel. The Affair is
Black Tie and Festivities Begin
Student environment, Near
WHBC 830AM Congratulates
At 7:00pm R.S.V.P. (202) 806·
Howard WJD $275/inonth and up the MEAC champs & wish all
1514.
includes utilities. Call (202) 291 ·
luck today in the NCAA. Kill the
Kansas Jayhawks!
Mr. Howard applications can be
2248
picked up in the U.G.S.A. office
Le Droit Pk. Large I BR renov.
To K.C.
room 110 Blackbum. Deadline
Bsmt apt. New appliances+
Your soothing voice on the phone
March 20.
washer. Sec. gate. lease, Deposit
late at night gives me the same
HUSA community outreach
$425 + (202) 882· 745 1
sensational vibes that I get from
volunteer meeting for Youth
FOR SALE
nearing Coltrane's "Ev'ry Time
We Say Goodbye."·· M.P.
Leadership Retreat, March 17th
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100
@ 7pm Hilltop Lounge.
86 BRONC0 ...................... $50
To I 2·A·90 (A KA),
91 BLAZER ........................ $150 Tl1<1nks for your sL1pport and
The POLITfCAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY AND THE ALL
77 JEEP CJ .......................... $50
eve rlasting-understanding. Your
AFRICAN PEOPLES'
Seized Vans, 4x4's. Boats.
greek soror. ·· 12·A·92 (Z<l>B)
REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
Choose from tl1ousands starting
To My li11e Brother. Kevi n Pox,
PRESENT "DAYS OF RAGE"
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
1'111 going to kick your butt for
MQNDAY, A VIDEO ON THE
Reveals Details.
(80 I) 379·2930. giving 1ne that hug at the party,
J
PALESTINIAN INT!FIDA
Copyright #DC I2KKC
My face is i1ching. -- Too Legit
(U PRISING) IN THE
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
To the Brothers of <!>BL
89 MERCEDES................... $200 Fratemil)'. Inc..
OCCUPIED TERRITORIES. A
SPEAKER WILL ALSO GIVE . 86 VW............................. ..... $50
I love hangin out wit ya. I had
INFORMATION ON THE
87 MERCEDES ............. ...... $100 cr<izy fun. -- LO\'e, Hoover P.S.
65 MUSTANG ..................... $50
MIDDLE EAST PEACH
My ann belter not fall off.
Choose from thousands starting
TALKS, THE PALESTINIAN
SWEET PEA A.K.A. BISCUIT,
LIBERATION
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
WHAT IS THE USE OF
ORGANIZATION (P.L.0.), THE . Reveals Details (80 1) 379·2929
HAVING A B·DAY WITHOUT
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A
Copyright #DCl2KJC
THE ONE YOU LOVE BESIDE
JEW AND A ZIONIST, ETC.
SERVICES
YOU?·· LOVE, DJ.
MARCH 30, 1992 7 PM #142
Quality VCR
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. BLACKBURN CENTER
Repair
Alpha Chapter would like to
The Progressive Brothers of Phi
Guaranteed Service
congratulate the Martin Luther
Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Alpha
Low Rates
Ki11g, Jr. Forensics Team on
Chapter Presents our 12th Annual
Call (202) 882·5845.
another job we ll done at Districts.
Spring Cabaret · April 11. For
HELP WANTED
Blue Phi! Say it with Distinction!
tickets call (202) 822·2365. Ask
POOL SUPERVISORS · Must
·· 3·A·89 Webster
for Robert Simpson
have pool operators license;
Adonis,
The Brothers of Phi Beta Sigma
minimum two years experience.
On May 9th, it's all over between
Fraternity, Inc. Alpha Chapter
Top pay, good bonuses. Call
us! You have next year to mack.
Presents SIGMA EXPO April 5· American Pool today (30 I) 464·
Let's savor our friendship and
11 . Events Everyday.
,
2600.
1nake it special . Take a chance,
FORRENT '
ASTRON WORLD WIDE
sl1ow some emotion. -- Fireball
3 Furnished rooms in large house PRODUCTS "HOW TO
HONEYBEE;
close to school. All Utilities
MAKE $500.00 A WEEK
"1993 is the big year!" ... I can't
included $225 · 325. Females
TYPING AT HOME" EARN
wait. ·· SQUIRT
only. One available now, others
MONEY typing at ho1ne. Many
ABC,
June 1st. (301) 249·6964
people needed. Amazir/g
CONGRATULATIONS! Let's
Furnished Rooms For Rent Two recorded message reveals details. share our love for ZETA. ··
Blocks From Campus Large and
(202) 310-1296 Ext. #102
DATABASE 2·A·91
Small From $275.00 Per Month.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and Tracey, Adena, Serita:
Tel. (202) 483·0047.
TV Scripts. Fill out simple
A Special Z<l>B welcome to you.
"like/don't like" form. EASY'
Adams Morgan/Columbia
·· Z-A·9 1
Heights · Sunny 2 bedroom
Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
Dear Mandi K. (Prelly Brown
condo, walk to HU, shopping,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
Eyes),
public transportation. $650 +, call FREE 24 Hour Recording (801)
I'm sorry for all the wrong that
Steve (202) 388-4068.
379·2925 Co~ri~ht #DC l 2KEB I've done. The others don't mean
$200. $500 E KLY
Manhattan
a thing. Please forgive me. Don't
Assemble products at home.
78th St. oil 5th Ave.
throw away our 15 month
Ideal Hotel or Relocation
Easy! No selling. You're paid
relationship, because it really
Alternative well furnished studio direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE
could get bener. Will you ever
and floor walk up in Brownstone 24 Hour Recording. (80 I) 379·
take me back? ·· Love, Tehad R.
$775.00 Available immediately
2~yright #DC12KDH
(the So Fine)
!!
ETING MAJORS !!
short or long term. (602) 947.
Jerome (Romey),

,

4259 ext. 222 or 221
Rooms. 3BR duplex, spacious,
recent renovation. walking
>
distance, CAC, WD, WW, DW,
1/3 utilities, $370.00 · $350.00,
(301) 229·2485
LOW ON CASH? RENT? OUR
NO DEPOSIT APTS! CALL 4
DETAILS: (30 1) 248·4938
(3) large, separate, fully
furnished roon1s available at
$325.00. (I) ~mall roon1
furnished $275.00. An English

Let's go to Pentagon City again,
but this time don't make me cry.
You know how sensitive I amdespite What others say. Have
fun in Ohio. I'll Miss you terribly.
·· Your Weenie (Paranoid)
Pretty Brown Eyes,
You are definitely out of
control. Truly Scandalous. ·· •
You Know Who P.S. I want my
chicken wing back!!
CONGRATS TO MEN WITH A
MISSION ! COMING SOON:
MEN WITH A MISSION II!
Sorors of Alpha Chapter Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc.
Have a beautiful Spring break
and I'll see you at regionals. ·· I I·
A·92
To Sorors of UVA & VCU,
Had fun chillin' last weekend.
You helped me get rid of some of
that neophyte fever. Ee·l·Kee.
--Hoover
To 4·A·90 & 7·A·9 1 (<!>Bl:),
Y'all have a safe trip and think
about those you left behind. Don't
have too much fun in the sun.
We'll 1niss you. ··4·A·91, I l·A·
92 (Z<l>B )
Lillian,
I hope that you have a great
Spring Break · I'm sure that I will
(with my mom old girl) Thanks
for understanding about the
Peach State. Remember I have
low tolerance. But It's okay.
-- Insatiable Petula
Brother Walker,
My Father gave me You as a
blessing and I receive it. God
Bless You. - Love, Sister Jenkins
To Abena and Deya,
You two are truly a blessing from
God. May God continue to bless.
·· Love, Sister Jenkins
Sherri and Rickey,
Welcome to Howard! God Mies~
You.·· Na-Na
l·A·92,
You should 've kno1vn I love you.
You've broken my heart. Hope
she gives you what you want. I
would've done anything for you,
bllt it \vas11't enough. -- Rockabye
baby
The Mack,
My best friend. Thanx for being
OUT with nie. Let's keep the
blues between us. If C.B. could
see us now. ··Chaus (Smoothy)
Depelsha,
How sweet you be. To them and
me together we are so funny.
·· Love, Secret Admirer
TO THE BROTHERS OF "THE
<

INSURRECTION KIONGOZI"
LINE OF PHI MU ALPHA
SINFONIA FRATERNITY,
CONGRATULATIONS,
CONTINUE YOUR SUCCESS
IN MUSIC. ·· FROM YOUR
PROSPECTIVE
SWEETHEARTS, CNG AND

RMF
Congratulations, Lady Tucker,
Miss Cherry Blossom 1992!
.. from The Alabama Club
Congrats to my Sons:
Now the hard part begins.
From Kiongozi.

('. li11ical Ps}'c"ologist\l •
Pharma(ists
Pb}'sicia11 1\ssistants

Plan a. niture t1«1t soars.

'rake your sciettct,rel;1tecl clegr(£
int<l the Air F<>rce, a11cl lJeC<HIJe ;u1
officer ir1 tl1c Biorneclical Sciences
Corps. Y<n1'll learn 1nc>re, y1>u'll grl.M'

raster-;'ou1I work v.ith other d.ed~
c.-1ted prc>fessicJn<ils i11 a qualit)' erl\'i·
ron1nent where your c<.intributions

arc needed.
•

Ir1 sllorl, yc1u'll gain nlore of ever}'·
tl1ing tt1at rr1atters 1r1ost to yott. You
and the .l\lr ForrP. la11ncl1 now~all
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